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Burton and Garran Amateur Players Present:
?

(Utiitert 8c Jsmllifem's \%r \ b —

~L-

Performances: Tickets: $10 Concession p^^^^' j0&
8pmAugust 28,29, 30 $14 -Futt (Price hg^f'U d^^^
lpm August 30

Tickets from AM Arts CSi^lRj ^^^
JWO Arts Centre Centre -Ph 2495491 ^HB^

REQUIkED

Australia's leading Salon only Color

Company, requires HAIR MODELS for

demonstrations to be conducted by
one of Australia's elite hairdressing

teams.

You should be size 8-12 and wanting
a fashionable color to compliment a

modern hairstyle.

Model call is Friday 5th September
1997.

For further information please contact

Margaret Bourke

on 018 406 825

[?]
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5HJSJJB;-' If you're going to die^make/SU00^.
?^^m^:- 'you're wearing the^rfght:clo1ti^BS^

lllllfl* ;':(:??? In a sincere tribute to The Fa|^PH
^iii;?.: V magazine, Worpni

'

presents^e^^i

:^^g:M^firs^0^ali^ri:al^de^d^a^n^^^
^^^^Ashob%Pfiptm,bty. JAs^^kMc^^^

P'ftcpyer: Crushed by ..;?-. }
ijp?;|i:com|)actus

— the latest way to
??-\;'.xj|

iS^^iie^^Jbhn wears short-sleeved

p| |sprt ($4), knitted vest.($5),ggP«

^;:-:;;5arfcilnerd-boy glasses ($1^50) %f -'iS

^^SS.i-^h0tQ:jason ^Richardson:^^^S&^

FiRST UP

4 CALENDAR

WHAT'S ON IN CANBERRA:

WORONI SALUTES: exeloos

CELEBRITY LOOK-ALIKE:pip

and bjork

LETTERS

6 letters to the editor about

the phantom pisser, hamish

mcpherson, paul hams,

chasing amy, the sexuality

department and pauline

hanson g^ 'J9k

LICK IT UP

22 RICHARD MARX: going to the

chapel
THAT WACKY WEB: burt is evil

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED:

with dean and rob

SLACK ACTS
^^^^^m

g NEWS

8 CAMPUS NEWS: smoking ban

in the uni bar, lions oratory

contest, law curriculum

changes on hold, lennox

house, uni of the year

10 ...
OPINION: feminism, the

stolen generation, smoking
in the uni bar

11 SA REPORTS

Lifestyle
if ?

!25 TRAVEL: south america,

japan

26 FOOD: sizzle
city,

home brew

27 MONEY: the best pen for

your dollar

CULTURE

28 FEATURE: web of secrecy
30 REVIEWS: primus, ween, the

tea party, yazz, lives of the

monster dogs, falling leaves,

polgara the sorceress,

fathers day, the well, con air

33 SMASH HITS: dead poets

society, degrassi, brave new

world, roadmaster

FLiPSSPE

34 PROFILE: Judith lucy

FOOTNOTES: tacky souvineers

CLASSIFIEDS

(below) If Patrick

Mackerras has his way this

?:
is a sight you won't see in

I A.
^e uni' ^ar ^or muc'1

f 'r% longer, p. 12

(above) Degrassi: a morally-righteous 90210

with Canadian accents, p.
33

(above) A little wooden guy in beautiful

»^§auth America, p. 25

(above) Alex 'pap smear' Papps brushes up
his journalistic skills for the next issue of

Worbhi,'p. 35
-

I 984« jitterbug ? jitterbug ^jitterbug ? jitterbug *

you put the boom-boom into my heart? I
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Calendar ^^ ; ;-

AUGUST

14 Jazz n' Jugs with the Whitlams at the Uni bar

15 John Reed Club at Gypsy
1 6 Tea Party and Dead Star at the Bar ,

]

16 LOUD Information Day, Gorman House Arts Centre , t /'*£**' //

14-16 The Cfu& by David Williamson at the Canberra Theatre^ '„ }i -'

20 Funky, Acid, Afro, Lounge at the Bar
, ?Sj*$#Xy.sJ'''

20- 1 Vika and Linda Bull at Tilley 's

'
'

'^::0§, tjf^K \

till 20 Turner's Turning at the Spiral Arm Gallery, Kingilon^^'
- ;r

?

22 The Red Chihuahua, Currong Theatre at Gorman *%.&€?,
27 Cordrazine at Gypsy - -

;',t J

*

\

28 Big Heavy Stuff at Gypsy
'

'

,
_

,

28-30 Ruddigore by Gilbert and Sullivan 8pm at the ANU Arts Centre,

presented by Burton and Garran Hall

30 Elephunk, Way Hip Antelopes and Crumpet at the Bar

30 Stephen Cummings at Tilley's

30 Dynamic School of Dance presents Hollywood Boulevard at

Llewellyn Hall, 7pm
till 3 1 Recent Work by Lukas Kandl at the JDrill Hall Gallery

SEPTEMBER ?

*.

'.

3 Midnight Oil at the Bar

6-7 ACT Tournment of Minds, MCC

1 1 Grinspoon, Moler and Non Intentional Lifeform at the Bar

12 ACT Campus Band Comp Final at the Bar

1 2-3 The Bald Primadonna at Gorman House, presented by the

French Collective

13 ANU Open Day

g u send m y s u I

I

[?]
[?]

I THE BALD PRIMADONNA

I The French Collective of the ANU

I is staging a production of

I Ionesco's La Cantatrice Chauve

I (The Bald Primadonna). This

I classic piece of absurdist theatre,

I an 'anti-play' as Ionesco

described it, will be performed in

the original French, but the

language is simple so if you

know a bit, or used to study it at

high school, you will probably

understand it. Performances will

be at the Currong Theatre,

Gorman House, at 8pm on Friday

the 12th and Saturday the 13th

of September. Admission is $8

and $5 for concessions. For more

info (or even bookings) leave a

message with an after-hours

number on 257 7973.

THE RED CHIHUAHUA

For one night only, the creators

of the box office breaking 3

Sisters Called Eve present an

evening of seductive

performance, red wine, live jazz,

fabulous hairdos and good late

night out at the Red Chihuahua.

The Red Chihuahua is a

completely fabricated venue

where the audience are invited

into decadent, and slightly sleazy

surrounds and treated to one of

the most atmospheric evenings
available

practically anywhere.
The Red Chihuahua features the

jazz band More Famous than the

Moon — invoking the mood of

fifties chic and glamour. The

Currong Theatre ;at Gorman House

will be completely transformed,

tables and chairs (the bar will be

open), and a cabaret stage which

features exciting performances

by some of Canberra's most

infamous directors: Roland

Manderson, David Branson,

Matthew Aberline, Nicholas

Bolonkin and Miranda Rose.

Friday 22 August at 11 pm.

ATTHE BAR

Don't leave town this month,
because those groovy people
down at the bar have organised a

great line up to see you through
semester two. Thursday 14

August is Jazz n Jugs night with

the Whitlams (free to ANU
j

students), 15th is heat 3 of the
j

Campus Band Comp ($2 |

students). The Tea Party and I

Dead Star take the stage on the
|

16th — tickets on sale now I

($31.70). Wednesday 20 Funky, 1

Acid, Afro, Lounge, and 22nd is
|

heat 6 of the Campus Band 1

Comp. Ill Lizard Beats perform on I

August 27, followed by Slipshot 1

and support on the 29th. 1

Saturday 30 is Elephunk and Way 1

Hip Antelopes and Crumpet.. j

Midnight Oil's all ages show is on !

the 3rd of September (tickets !

$21.70, doors open 7.30). j

Thursday 11 brings us Grinspoon, \

Moler and Non Intentional
|

Lifeform: The final of the ACT j

Campus Band Comp takes place
|

on Friday 12 September. Also I

watch out for the Presidents of I

I

(above) If you go to the LOUD information day, you too could pick up
a fashionable LOUD T-shirt

Bj^^^^^ttj^^^^^^U^sHH

[?]

[?]
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(above) Lovely sisters Vika and Linda appear at TiUey's on August 20-21. Mum and dad must be so proud.

the United States of America,

tickets on sale soon. Tickets are

currently on sale for Vercua Salt

($25.00), Ben Folds Five and

Cordrazine ($21.50) and Cake

($28.70); Doors open at 8pm for

most gigs, don't be late.

THE CLUB

'It's an all male cast, but

definitely not an all male show',

so says Nathan Page currently

starring in The Club, showing at

the Canberra Theatre till August
16. In 1977, David Williamson

wrote a play about football; a

once successful Aussie Rules club

! hasn't won a premiership in 19

years. Run by a wheeler-dealer,

meat pie manufacturing

megalomaniac of a president who

has never pulled on a boot, the

Club is having trouble with its

expensive, imported star; trying

to get rid of its loyal, longtime

coach; and facing a strike from

the rest of the team. When,

money and ego are at stake, men

will do very funny. things to each

other and Australia's most

successful playwright puts the

boot in with trademark vigour

and wit. 'The Club satirises the

all-male football scene, but is

relevant to all the walks of life in

which administration and behind

the scenes bitching controls

what is really going on.' —

Nathan Page. A male dominated

sport and industry is seen ,

through the eyes of a woman, as

director Rosalba Clemente \.

exposes not only the sacred

rituals of football but of

masculinity as it is played out in

the field.
.

-'

LOUD INFORMATION DAY

LOUD is Australia's first national

media festival of youth culture

and the arts. It is a Virtual /

festival' which will take place

entirely in the media throughout
the month of January 1998.

There will be a wide range of

initiatives for young Australians

to showcase their talent across

four media arenas: TV, radio,

print, and the internet. Plans

currently include two national

magazines, a nationally televised

short film festival, a national

website design competition, a

national cartoon competition and

more. To get involved, call the

LOUD info/faxback line on 1900

122 221 or check out the LOUD

website at www.loud.net.au.

There wiltbe an information day
on Saturday, 16 August at 2pm
for all of those interested in

finding out how to get involved

at Studio D, Gorman House Arts

Centre, Batman St, Braddon.

RED CROSS WATTLE DAY

What are 'wattlers'? The

Australian Red Cross ACT would

like to invite all to celebrate the

coming of Spring to Canberra on

1 September. The Red Cross

needs volunteers to sell Wattle

Day biscuits, badges and

bookmarks for a few hours at

local shopping centres on

Saturday 30 August and Monday
1 September. The Red Cross also

needs volunteers to sell Wattle

Day merchandise on campus. You

will receive heart felt thanks

from Red Cross, recognising and

promoting Wattle Day to

everyone. It's easy — the goods
almost sell themselves, and a

letter of acknowledgment looks

great in any resume. Contact

Wayne Evans on 206 6004 or

Carolyn Vincent on 206 6045 for

more details.

The Exeloo ::||i
OK, What's the caper? Like alien breeding; pbds^these bloody
'Exeloos' have quietly sprung up all over Civic/ designed^

; specifically it would seem, to annoy the living shit (pun entirely

intended) out of the toilet going public. With all the technology
of the Space Shuttle, arid all the efficiency- of the Mir Space

Station, these merry little public conveniences contriveito be' the

friendliest public toilets in the world but paradoxically manage to

completely intimidate all who use ^
The 'Exeloo experience' begins when the ominous automatic doors

open and beckon you to the world of high-security ablutions.

Then comes the music. What caniwe possibly say about the

overpowering nature of this intrusive and yet hauntingly sterile

tune? Like the national anthem of an obscure South American

nation (you know the ones you hear;when i Costa Rica wins

something at the Olympics) this 'call waiting' music blasts out at

decibels that would have done Motorhead proud. Then 'cornes the

eerie flushings that occur every time you go to: wash your hands

and open the door. For some unfathomable reason the amount of

water allowed to wash one's hands seems to be about ;a tenth as

much as that which gets wasted with the toilets' repeated, and

increasingly frenzied, flushing. ^^^^^^ ^ ^ , :, ;'-.: ?:.?-?;'

The new 'Exeloos' have done the seemingly impossible; They have

successfully combined all the gfottiness of the i public toiiets of

old with all the technology of tomorrow. The
resultiisj kind of

ludicrous absurdity that only Canberra could possibly 'offer and,

for that reason, Exeloo, Woroni salutes you. : ;

I sky high when your levin' starts ? jitterbug Into my brain *

goes a bang-bang-bang

anu students association

Canberra, act, 0200.

ph (06)248 7127 fax: (06) 249 3967

email. woroni^articles@suident.anu.eou au

editors-in-chief

Stephen 'Joey' Rebikoff

Corin 'Stephanie Kaye'

Throsby

associate editors

Helen 'Spike's baby' Drew .

Brendan 'Yick' Shanahan
''

Katie 'Caitlin' Fraser

Jane 'Tessa Campanelu'

Stratton ~\
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Peter 'Claude' Still aC,

office manager '**s '-

Paul 'Snake' Harris :?%-?£
*-

art director f '

\

James 'Wheels' Painter^ ''}

director of student ': ,_,

publications 'v
,

„

: Benjamin 'Mr Radich'
'

^ ^
O'Donnell -%Ji

printers
'''*

\

'

-j

\-'Ji - Capital Fine Print*'*!-'' ^

\

jC
'

' '

j-

'*
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*
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'&Af: photographers:
L Michael Cook, James Painter, Jason

f/ '[Richardson, Corin Throsby -,

yl /' ;,
artists:

I AdlBrth, Ben Hutchings; David „'

Shpiglcy

\', contributors: Steve Arnason,
r

,

h- Michael Cook, Andrew Dempster,

L Tim Dixon, Roslyn Dundas, Polly

Gragon, Harry Greenwell, Daniel

Hadson, Debbie Hodgson, Sarah

-Hutchings, Janina Jankowski( Silvia

Liertz, Patrick Mackerras, Deb

Marburg, Siobhan McDonnell,

James McKay, Felicity P. Mullens, ,7

Lana Nadj,

Hannah Parris, Roger Patulny,

Jackson Pellow, Michaela Peters,

Jason Richardson, Jum Richter.Tom

1 Robinson, Bryan Rochelle, Stuart

Roberts, Penelope Sacher, Matt
*

? Schmidt, Molly Selda, Brendan

Shanahan, Nick Shaw, Robin

Shortt, Carl Stewart,VinegarTIts,

Matt Tinning, Robert Umphelby,.

PippaWischer, Emma Wood
'

,- ;

office assistants: Roslyn Dundas, ''

Tanya Hayes
''-t

supermodels: Taryn.John,
^

Brendan, Katie, Adrian, Clare & *

Alex

thanks to: Amida, Kate & Jemma,
-

'

Maggie & Sophie.Alex Burleigh,
- Lyndy G, Karen Hagen, Michael

Moore, Felicity P. Mullens, Peter
,

Spicer, Matt Tinning

this issue's song lyrics: 'Wake

Me Up Before You Go-Go'

Performed by Wham

V
Woroni is the official publication of the

?australian national university students'

association

f the
opinions expressed in woroni are

f fiot necessarily chose of the editors, -

'*« 'students' association or woroni staff ./

*\, ^Everybody wants sometiung they'fl.\
'*?

-. never give up Everbod/ wants ^

^ ^something t/ie^'i/ take your money, andil

J$^~, t

r

riever give up' t A\\

%^djsadiine for next issu^:

^r^V' .?

'
'* ' &-'^ ^
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His royal indieness

gets it wrong
Dear Woroni,

A message to Paul Harris:

I, your humble servant, was most

shocked when I read your article

'Frock 'N' Roll' (Woroni 49/6). I

was so aggrieved to see that Your

Royal Indieness showed such a dis

regard towards glam rock in general

and, The New York Dolls in particu

lar. A disregard which, if I may be

permitted to criticise your lofty ide

als, stems from an ignorance of the

history of Rock 'N' Roll.

Your Indieness said that 'The

New York Dolls... could never have

done it without bands like The

Ramones and The Sex Pistols.' For

the record: The New York Dolls

formed in 1971, released two albums

with the original line up, the last of

which was in 1974. The Ramones

formed in 1974 and released their

first album only in 1976. The Sex

Pistols were the 'baby' of the group,

they formed in 1975 and released

their first album in 1977.

What Your Indieness said is there

fore chronologically impossible. But

not only that, it is also ideologically

impossible. If Your Indieness were

to stoop just a little low to watch

the Dancing in the Street doco enti

tled 'No Fun', you would under

stand that all the New York punk
scene — of which The Ramones

were one of the leaders, and which

inspired the English punk movement

— wanted was 'to play the songs

The New York Dolls play, but with

out the clothes.' So in fact, had The

New York Dolls never existed The

Ramones, The Sex Pistols, and all

those 'who never had to resort to a

dress to shock' would have had no

reason not to dress up and (shock,

horror) no musical direction to fol

low! It's The Ramones & Co. who

could never have done it without

The New York Dolls.

Your humble servant only wishes

that in Your Indieness' quest for

Woroni domination (I lost count of

the number of articles Your.

Indieness wrote in the last Woroni.

Couldn't you think of a pseudonym?
What about HRI Liam Noel Damon

Gaz Evan Jarvis Malkmus? Is that

indie enough?), you would pay more .

attention to facts and less to inac

curate indie rhetorics.

— C. C. DeVille

[?]
Phantom pisser

caught on tape
Dear Woroni,

After reading the section entitled

'Slack acts' [Woroni,, 49/6) about

an anonymous urinator in the foyer

of the Center Cinema, we were

forced to look over security camera

video footage from the past six

months. Amongst evidence of graf

fiti, minor theft and over-excited

couples, we found a four and a half

minute sequence of the phantom

pisser in action. The tape has been

given to Canberra police, along with

-a urine sample collected on the night

in question. The video footage illus

trates quite clearly that the perpe

trator has an exceptionally small

penis and would be advised in fu

ture not to show it again in public

for fear of further ridicule.
— The staff at Center Cinema

'ti! my feet do the 5

Sexuality dept moves with the 90s
Dear Woroni,

- Congratulations to the Sexuality
'

,Dept for their record breaking at

tendance of fifteen at their recent

J, meeting held to elect new officers,

, following the resignation of Mark

,Leoh Thome. This is an indication.

' of the- importance and interest in
'

'

selecting the right people for the

-,' positions.
'

'

,-.
The success of the Sexuality Dept

,

relies pn the service being focussed

,Vqn'the current needs of the students

^ittepresents. Constitutionally, these

-;. students include those identifying^
*

non-heterosexual, homosexual, les

;~ ;bian, bi-sexual, trans gendered, as

'

well as those seeking more informa
'

'

'tion^ to help them examine their own

- sexual values or
identity.

., ..Although there has been some

_,,

shift in community attitudes about

; non-heterosexuality, 'heterosexism',

often subtle, still pervades. There is

still a strong lean towards hetero

„ sexuality being viewed as the pre

ferred lifestyle. 'Heterosexuals are

those fortunate individuals who can

love their partner of choice freely,

and without question.' On the other

hand, non-heterosexuals love their

partner of choice with the risk of

blatant prejudice, ostracism, intimi

dation, and violence, to name a few.

We need to move beyond anger,

fear and tolerance, attitudes which

continue to marginalise these indi

viduals. I believe the new sexuality
officers will challenge the previous

attitudes, strategies and level of ide

', ologies which have recently been

offered by the Sexuality Department.

Some of these challenges include:

?
Maintaining eligibility for people

,who. identify, as non-heterosexual,

rather- than heterosexualising the

department. In the interests of equal

?ity,, there is a heed to provide spe--

cialised services for minority groups.
?'

Existing in reality, by realising that

having general services would im- -

ply- that we lived in a perfect world.

Eg: If it is 'unjust' for.the Sexuality

Department to represent nonhetero
sexual students, is it also 'unjust',
to have a School of Art^wliich only

offers service.s'to;stiident%iriteres'ted

in art? Should we consider' one 'big

uni course for all; so as to be fully
*

integrated? , . ,,:-'.'
'

?', Rejecting 'tolerance' as, the goaC
and advocating absolute celebration

of, and comfort with individual

'choice. 'Tolerance' clearly demon

strates a heterosexist attitude, 'I

don't mind if you are gay, but just

don't be obvious about
it, don't rub

it in my face. It's okay, but it would

be better if you weren't'.
?

Using resources and time in a way

that ensures quality rather than

quantity. It is not a 'matter of how

much time spent, but what you do

with it. Being out there and visible

will be a high priority.

?
Recognising the need to provide

confidential services in the interest

of protection and safety of service'

users at all times.

?
Recognising the role and limits of

the department by referring coun-
?

, selling issues to appropriate profes-'

sionals.

So, again congratulations to the

new officers. Your enthusiasm and

commitment is welcome, -keep up
'

the good work.'
'

-

.

— A friend' of Dorothy

. Thanks to Mark ?.

-Dear Woroni,
'

?

'

, .'-?'-

-We would like to take this bpportu- -

'

nityto thank Mark-Ledn Thome for'. .

his
work''at-'the; -Sexuality -Depart- -.

merit over the last sixrmo'nths. We

would like; to
_point

out 'that ,Mark.
.;

'did 'indeed iesigh his- position and

-

;did
riot seek to stand 'in the follow

;

ihg' election: We are saddened that
'

his. resignation has 'been a source of

'erribitterrrient to him.'.'- .
-

'-;-
', :

As the new Sexuality Officers at -

ANU, we look forward* to -working'
?

,
with alLstu'dents,' regardless of their -,

sexuality.'
'

-, /-.,„ -v^\.

'

—

PlPPA WlSCHER AND MATT SCHMIDT'
,

,
ANU Sexuality Officers

Jellybabies not

connected to the SA

Dear Woroni,

I am writing in response to Mark

Leon Thome's letter 'Empire build

ing at the sexuality dept?' {Woroni

49/6). Matt Schmidt resigned as

Vice-President of Jellybabies the day
he was elected as the new Sexuality

officer. Hence, Jellybabies has no

connection to an office of the Stu

dents' Association.

, . f

— Rodd Messent.

';: : .. President, Jellybabies
-

'

'' '
'

- \

Chasing Amy: trying
to be funny
Dear Woroni, ;

Let's not beat around the bush! Paul

Harris' review of Kevin Smith's

Chasing Amy was crap! Absolute

shite! I can only imagine that Paul

has referred to himself as 'Paul H'

in an desperate attempt to avoid the

embarrassment which would ac

company an entertaining, yet mis

directed review.

Yes Paul, Chasing Amy does ex

plore the fantasy which many young

males wish to fulfil: a 'conversion'

—

converting a lesbian to the ap

parent joys of heterosexuality. A

contentious point, many may argue!

Furthermore, Smith tends to insinu

ate that Alyssa's (the lesbian's)

sexual orientation is irrational when

contrasted to the more conventional

virtues which accompany the pro

tagonist's heterosexuality .

But there is more to Chasing Amy.
Smith's verbose, almost implausible

dialogue, captures the viewer's at

tention and holds it. Yes, it might
seem a little too rehearsed. But Chas

ing Amy is witty. Holden, Banky,
and Alyssa are appealing for their

perverse honesty. These characters

are funny. Their conversational top
ics are funny. And their awkward

situations are funny. A funny film.

And that's all it tries to be.
— Ben Phelps

Cover

disappointment
Dear Woroni,

I was shocked upon seeing the cover

of edition #6. At the end of edition

#5 it was promised that the cover of

the next edition would be one of

those great 3-D pictures, but for

some reason it's not. I (and surely

countless others) wonder why we

have been denied our precious 3-D

cover. So, in the words of that fa

mous duo, Martin and Malloy,
'Please Explain'.

—Michael Perez

Prawn on a pedestal
Dear Woroni,

I am writing this, in response to

Woroni's coverage of the One Na

tion rally protest where Hamish

McPherson decided the key message

to get across was a gooby at a po

liceman rather than anything of pub
lic concern regarding the problems
with the One Nation party.

It seems to me and anyone with

a remnant of intelligence realises

that behaviour such as that shown

by Hamish does nothing but embar

rass Hamish himself, bring ANU into

disrepute, embarrass Hamish's fam

ily, and generally expose Hamish for

what a misguided fuckwit he obvi

ously is. So why publish this article

Woronil Do you have that little pride

in the ANU that you'll publicly state

that the perpetrator in this incident

is from ANU? Don't you think that'

rather than putting prawns such as

this on a pedestal we should be ig

noring such behaviour and or bet

ter still burning the instigators of

such stupidity at the stake? Actions

such .as these put any progress le

gitimate anti-One Nationists have

made back behind the eight ball.

If you are reading this Hamish,

please answer this for me: why spit

at the cop? This guy would be out

there protecting you if the glove was

on the other hand — did he do any

thing to deserve the humiliation of

being spat on by a loser such as

yourself ? For fuck's sake he is only

doing his job and getting underpaid
at that. Oh to be as tough as you

Hamish, you were
really flying the

ANU
flag high that day, especially

after you Jiad been arrested.

For all of the people who weren't

at the police station afterwards,

please be advised that. our heroic

ambassador Hamish 'the fuckwit' '

wasn't so tough, he cried and whim

pered like a baby after he had been

unloaded from the paddy wagon, he

was crying out, in between sobs,

that he was sorry and he just didn't

know what had gotten over him —

pathetic!

So next time you see Hamish

walking around campus walk up to

him and spit in his eye, cause he is

the type of moron that gives us all a

bad name. Also Woroni lift your

game and stop giving embarrass

ments such as Hamish any cover

age, incidents such as this reflect

badly on us all.

— DB

Letters continued on page 8

_ _

^^
You can write to Woroni c/- ANU

j

Students' Association or email us

on': . ?/???'?.?', V ? .?

???

woroni_artides@student.anu. edu.au.

Even better is if you put your letter

onto a disc and drop it into the

office. Please keep letters under

300 words. Thanks.

v ?
?

J
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Do you want to quit smoking?

of the costs of nicotine patches prescribed by
the

ANU Health Service.

Pick up details from the ANU Union office or the Health Service.

Get in quickly
— this offer strictly limited.

An ANU Union Initiative

AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY UNION

1997 ELECTION OF UNIOSSi BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Valid nominations having been accepted, ballots will be held to decide the elections for the Union Board of Directors.

The names of groups and candidate, in the order in which they will appear on the voting paper, are as follows:

THREE (3) MEMBERS (FullTerm)

It won't happen over

night but it will happen

HAN, Linda

CLARKE, Paul

Noise

JEFFERY, David

SAXON, Ethan

Liu, Faye

Smokers are Voters!

PROSSER, Nick

WOOD, Jason

Van Akker, Briony

Ungrouped

DIXON,Tim

Hull, Collette

ONE (I) MEMBER (Post Graduate Student or Academic Staff)

GRIST, Peter Gerard

It won't happen overnight but it will happen

McEwen, Melissa

Polling will take place in the Union Building, 1st floor entrance from Monday, 25 August 1997 to Thursday, 28 August
1997 inclusive, betweenthe hours of 10.00 am and 6.00 pm each day.

All annual, life and honorary life members are eligible to vote.

SHARON STACEY

Returning Officer

6 August 1997 Ph: 281 6440

k m e » but so m ethin g
*

s b u g g I n g y o u
»

s o m e t h i n g ain't right »

my best friend told' m e
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by Felicity P. Mullens and Helen Drew

A
proposal to ban smoking in

the Union put forward by

Union Board Director

Patrick Mackerras has been passed

by the Board by a narrow majority

(5-4). At this stage the details of the

implementation of the ban have not

. been finalised, but it is likely there

will be a trial period commencing
at the end of the year and continu

ing into early 1998.

The proposal was part of a

broader package of anti-smoking
measures put forward by Patrick

Mackerras at the most recent Board

meeting. The other measures, in

cluding a Union rebate for students

on nicotine patches, and a ban on

the sale of tobacco products in the

Union were also passed. A measure

to refuse support clubs and societies

sponsored by tobacco companies,
was the only proposal to be de

feated.

Patrick Mackerras says his moti

vation to put forward the proposals

was part of a broad idea to fix up

tobacco policies at the-ANU. He felt

that the Union was doing wrong by

students by selling and advertising

(at point of sale) tobacco products

and not having any programs en

couraging students to quit. 'Basi-

cally I realised government legisla

tion was never going to be strict

enough to provide a healthy bar, so

the Union needed to take things into

its own hands, and that's what we

did.'

Mackerrras is aware of possible

financial repurcussions for the Un

ion but feels the health of students

and staff is more important. He said

whilst there was some evidence of

loss of trade following the imple
mentation of a ban on smoking in

other circumstances, there was more

positive evidence to suggest that af

ter an initial slump many bar sales

figures had returned to sustainable

levels. Mackerras said the board re

alised 'public health had to be

[their] first
priority',

but they would

have to 'reconsider the idea if it

destroys bar trade'.

General Manager of the Union,
Rod Thomas said similar bans have

been implemented at UTS and Mac

quarie University. UTS suffered a

loss of 40% in clientele and sales.

This figure has- failed to improve
even over the last three years.

Mac

quarie initially suffered a 14% loss

but regained its sales over the first

year of the ban. ANU and UTS are

both situated near urban centres

where there are other bars which

allow smoking, whereas Maquarie

University is more isolated from

competition.

These factors have been consid

ered by the Board but they are con

fident that the consequences of a

ban at ANU will not be as dramatic

as those suffered by UTS. Rod Tho

mas is sure the calibre of the many

bands the Uni bar hosts and the in

expensive prices charged to see

them will continue to lure many

people to the bar.

Mr Thomas also assures patrons

and members of the Union that if

there is a loss of revenue from a ban

on smoking and
cigarette

sales in the

Union it will not automatically lead

to price rises.

He said that due to the extent of

competition surrounding ANU any

rise in prices would be detrimental

to business. He was however, regret

fully aware that any losses for the

bar might lead to staff cuts to cover

costs.

(above) Patrick Mackerras 'it's unfortunate smokers will be inconvenienced,

but we didn't see why students should have to risk their health when using
their own bar'.

\\ n t you did last night * left me slespin5

Law curriculum changes on hold
The Law Faculty has announced it

will not be implementing any

changes to its curriculum in 1998.

The changes, which would have

seen a complete overhaul of subjects

and course content, as well as a shift

to a standard eight unit load in each

year of the degree has been deemed

'difficult, if not impossible' for the

Faculty to put in place by the start

of the 1998 academic year.

Students will be able to choose

elective units as normal at the end

of this year which will be drawn

from the existing set of elective

units. Geraldine Chin, President of

the Law Student's Society, said there

will be no HECS increases for any

students in 1998, even though pro

jected increases in HECS prompted
the evaluation of the Law

curriculaum. The Faculty is cur

rently considering whether to bring

the changes in in 1999. Geraldine

Chin said students will be updated
on information about the curriculum

review as it becomes available.

LETTERS

Filling Australia's political vacuum

Dear Woroni,

Adele Tate [Woroni letters 49/6) of

fered a weak argument — she does

not agree with what racists say yet

will defend their light to say it. She

believes the Students' Association's

vote to ban any One Nation or like

minded arouD from forming on cam

pus opposes lights to free speech and

democracy.

The SA vote displays the fact that

the majority of students actively

oppose Hanson and her racist Party.

Voters in favour of the blame did not

show 'the same bigotry and dis

crimination that Hanson herself dis

plays'. We simply used our right to

free speech and democracy through

debate and by voting.. Hanson's

'right' to racist speech provokes
discrimination and racial hatred —

it deprives individuals of the liberty

they have fought hard for. Hence

freedom is not defended by allow

ing free speech in every case. Would

you grant free speech to a party of

men campaigning for the right to

rape women and children in the

streets? Nor should we grant free

speech to those who incite the in

timidation of Aborigines and Asians.

To oppose Hanson's freedom of

speech does not suppress democ

racy.
I believe in more democracy

than exists at present. I believe in

the democratic rights of immigrants
and Aborigines. Hanson's argu

ments are not based on rational de

bate but race hatred.

Nature abhors a vacuum. Some

thing will inevitably fill it. Luckily

the majority of ANU students are not

afraid to actively prevent Hanson

filling Australia's political vacuum.

You can't win a fight without meet

ing your opponent head on! It is not

possible to fight racism without

fighting Hanson. Don't just take the

easy, passive path and shelter be

hind the free speechdebate. Help
combat racism by shutting 'One

Nation' meetings down without

feeling guilty about harming free

speech or democracy!
—Silvia Liertz

Socialist Student Worker Club

Arts cuts
The Canberra Times has released de

tails of a report prepared by the ANU

which recommends the cutting of

over thirty academic and general

staff positions in the Arts
Faculty.

The report, which examines the

costing and viability of several de

partments in the ANU Arts Faculty

was tabled at the University Coun

cil meeting on August 7.

It names the Classics, History,

Modern European Languages and

Political Science Departments as

those which are delivering budget
short falls and have decreasing stu

dent enrolments. The report said the

Arts Faculty would most likely fin

ish this year with a deficit of $3,161

million on top of previous shortfalls

of $732 000.

According to the Canberra Times,

positions to be cut in the Faculty

would be identified by midSeptem
ber The paper quotes Doug Kelly,

NTEU representative, as saying the

redundancies would 'wipe out

about one person in six in the Fac

ulty'. The NTEU plans to hold a stop

work meeting on August 12 to con

sider the proposals.

Charles Sturt best uni
Charles Sturt University has been

announced as the University of the

Year in a speech given by Education

Minister Amanda Vanstone to

launch the Good Universities Guide

on July 24.

Charles Sturt, which has campuses

in Bathurst, Wagga and Albury was

chosen as University of the Year be

cause it is a University which takes

on an important role in educating

'first generation' students, that is

students who are the first in their

family to attend
university.

Senator Vanstone said Charles Sturt

was chosen because 'it best exem

plifies the role of universities in en

couraging people from groups his

torically under- represented in uni

versities to enter and succeed in

higher education.' She said the se

lection process focussed on the ex

tent which the universities enrolled

people from low socio-economic

groups, indigenous, rural and iso

lated backgrounds, provided high

quality teaching and student support
and successfully prepared students

for careeers.

Senator Vanstone also took the

opportunity to announce two new

Federal measures design to improve
the quality of higher education. The

first of these was the announcement

of a national student survey 'to

gauge student's experiences and

views of the quality of course con

tent, teaching and student services

at their university.
'

The scheme will

require undergraduates to fill in a

survey and will also invite students

to provide further comments in writ

ing or through a telephone hotline.

Senator Vanstone said in effect 'the

government is putting a stethoscope

to the heartbeat of education'.

Senator Vanstone also announced

the introduction of a series of awards

for university teaching supported by

Federal funding of $1.5 million. The

awards, to be known as the Prime

Minister's Awards for University

Excellence in Teaching, would go to

'the most talented and accom

plished academic teachers in Aus

tralia'. Vanstone said student input

into the awards would not be 'to-

ken' and their views would be a

'vital part of the selection

commitee's considerations'.

Chifley shelves compactus
Chifley Library has changed the set

up of its basement chelving in re

sponse to recent complaints.

English literature books were

originally shelved on a compactus
which led to concerns expressed by
the English Department about the

safety of browsers and access by
staff and students to the books.

Staff have moved hundreds of

books so they are now on free stand

ing shelves. Aportion remain in

compactus shelving, including part
of the American literature collection.

Margaret Henty, manager of hu

manities at Chifley emphasises s the

compactus is working and there are

no risks in using it.
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The tyranny of theTER
Minister for Employment, Education

and Training Amanda Vanstone has

signalled an end to the 'tyranny of

the TER'.

In a speech to the Sydney Insti

tute on August 5, Senator Vanstone

said the TER was 'an elitist relic of

the past' and pledged $1 million in

Federal funds to develop new ap

proaches to university entry. Sena

tor Vanstone said the 'concept of a

single index of academic merit that

ranks applicants to an accuracy of

two decimal places is fundamentally

flawed.'

Senator Vanstone made a strong

case against the TER system saying
it is biased along class, regional and

possibly gender lines. She said the

TER favours people from higher
socio-economic groups, particularly

those who attend private schools

over government schools.

Vanstone said there is also evi

dence the TER is not gender neu

tral. She cited the difference in male

and female average in NSW in 1996

in support of this point — the aver

age result for males was substan

tially lower than those for females.

Vanstone also drew attention to how

students from rural high schools

were being disadvantaged in TER

assessment.

Senator Vanstone said she was

particularly interested in universities

using the Federal funding to pilot

schemes for assessing acceptance to

university for those from 'low socio

economic groups who will not get

good TERs, but who do have good
potential to succeed at university'.

Vanstone said whilst she has often

been portrayed as wanting to limit

access to university to the rich noth

ing could be further from the truth
— 'I am committed to increasing
access to university for people from

low socio-economic groups
— the

people who failed to benefit from

the expansion of higher education

over the last decade'.

Shadow Education Minister Mark

Latham has criticised Senator

Vanstone's attack on the TER and

endorsed the current system of as

sessment. He said Vanstone's policy
was inconsistent with the Govern

ment's limitation of access to edu

cation through the introduction of

up front fees and represented a mis

guided attempt by Vanstone to 'sof-

ten her image in the eyes of stu

dents'.

:;
n m y bed e

I was dream ing, but I should have been with you i n s te a d 8 wake me op before you go-go
*

Lions oratory goes off

The third annual Lions Club Oratory

competition was held at ANU on

August 6. Eight students presented

speeches on people who they

thought demonstrated the great hu

man values of truth, righteousness,

peace, love and non-violence.

The finalists ranged from St

Francis ? of Assisi to Albert Einstein

in their examination of great men

and women of history. The winner

and recipient of one thousand dol

lars in prize money was Belinda

Hollway. Belinda spoke on the life

and work of Caroline Chisholm, a

woman who worked with newly
arrived emigrant women in the

colony of NSW in the mid 1800s.

Jennifer Thompson who was placed

second spoke about Nelson Mandela

and third placed Nicholas Wood ex

amined the work and values of Aus

tralian philosopher and animal

rights campaigner Peter Singer.

Vice Chancellor Deane Terrell,

who presented the prizes thanked

the Lions Club for sponsoring the

competition and remarked on the

improvement in the standard of

competition since its inauguration.

(above) Lions Oratory competition finalist Andrew Battison, poses with his

participation certificate and Vice Chancellor, Professor Deane Terrell

Lennox House residents

move to John XXI 1 1

ANU students living in Lennox

House on Acton Penninsula have

been forced to a new temporary
home following the ACT Govern

ment's decision to declare a 400

metre exclusion zone around the

site of the Old Canberra Hospital.

The exclusion zone was declared

after the failed hospital implosion

in July to ensure the safety of those

in the surrounding area from the

possibility of ordinances explod

ing in the remains of the building.

ANU Pro-vice Chancellor Chris

Burgess (Finance) said the 17 stu

dents who were
living in Lennox

House have been moved into rooms

at John XXIII College. He said that

whilst there appeared to be a small

chance that residents were actually

in jeopardy from explosions from

the building it was deemed safest

to comply with the exclusion zone.

Students are likely to be housed at

Johns until August 13 or 20. Chris

Burgess said the upgrade in

accomodation had not cost the stu

dents any extra rent since the ar

rangement was purely one between

the University and the ACT

goverment.

The temporary closure of Lennox

House has also affected 20 Institute

of the Arts students who use the

premises to work in. They have been

relocated to one of the Childers St

buildings until the exclusion zone

is lifted.

Whilst a formal exclusion zone

has been declared the University

remains concerned about the ACT

Government's efforts in implement

ing it. Chris Burgess said that cur

rently it is very easy to enter the

zone on foot. He said that the Uni

versity wished to see people prop

erly excluded from the zone, which

had been declared in the interests

of safety.

ALSA success for ANU
ANU Law Students Association

President Geraldine Chin has been

elected Australasian Law Students

Association (ALSA) President at the

recent ALSA conference held in Bris

bane at Griffith University over the

semester break. ALSA. which has a

membership of thirty one universites

from Australian and New Zealand

is the peak group for Law students

| throughout the region. Geraldine

I

Chin, who has been elected for a

i twelve month term, said 'ALSA has

I

real potential to do more for students

at a grass roots level, and this is one

of the things I'll be pursuing'.

ANU students competed in two

of the competitions for law students

held at the conference. Tonya Riszko

represented ANU in the witness ex

amination competition and Ben

O'Donnell, Edward Cole and Doug
las Guilfoyle in the mooting compe

tition. The mooting team reached

the semi-finals, and were defeated

by the eventual winners of the com

petition, the Victoria University of

Wellington.

Archaeology and Natural

History research cut
The severe effect on the ANU of Fed

eral Government budget cuts has

become clear after a recent an

nouncement that the Division of

Archaeology and Natural History, in

ANU's Research School oi Pacific

and Asian Studies, would be virtu

ally closed.

The decision, announced by Vice

chancellor Deane lerrell at a recent

ANU Council meeting, is in response

to cuts amounting to a 14 per cent

reduction in funding for the univer

sity over the next three years. At the

meeting, the Vice-chancellor tabled

a written response to the numerous

complaints made concerning the

Division's closure. 'The University

faces a severe financial crisis,' wrote

Terrell, 'a crisis which for some ar

eas has gone beyond being dealt

with by cuts across the board and

can only be dealt with by drastic

vertical cuts.

'Beyond a point horizontal cuts

will reduce a number of excellent

areas to non-viability...

The decision has been con

demned in the press and writers

have called the move 'an act of

Philistinism' that has 'provoked
world-wide condemnation'

The Division, considered one of

the leading teams in world concern

ing the prehistory and environmen

tal records of Asia, Australia, New

Guinea and Melanesia, will be re

duced from 16 full-time staff to

three.

Professor Terrell is adamant the

most severe cuts at the ANU have

been restricted to administration and

organisational areas, to protect re

search and teaching. The entire Ter

tiary education sector, however, was

currently under 'extreme pressure'

and cuts to other areas are becom

ing increasingly necessary.

In an effort to preserve the ANU's

international reputation in several

areas, other sections will be severely

hit. 'For that one reason [preserva

tion of reputation] when we make

the cuts we won't necessarily make

them to every area,' said Professor

Terrell, 'but [we will] make the hard

decision in one or more areas.'
— Michael Cook

P ® A ®
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Eastern Conference Games

ANU acheived some excellent re

sults at the recent Eastern Confer

ence Games held over the semester

break in Bathurst. Teams competed
in intervarsity competitions in AFL,

basketball, hockey, netball, soccer,

volleyball, softball, tennis and touch

jfootball.
ANU won the women's

basketball and men's hockey com

petition, and both the men's and

women's volley ball. It was the

fourth consequitive time the wom

en's basketball team has won
. Other

teams to do well were the AFL team

who came third and the men's soc

cer team who came fourth. The suc

cessful teams Will go on to compete
at the National University Games to

be held in Melbourne in the next

teaching break.

Co-op bookshop — a classy act

The ANU Co-op Bookshop has won

a national award for outstanding

service to the book industry. The

Thorpe 1997 Tertiary Bookseller of

the Year Award was awarded to the

ANU Co-op at the Australian Awards

for excellence in Educational: Pub-

lishing in Sydney recently. The Chief

Executive Officer of the University

Co-operative Bookshop, Duncan

Maclellan, who accepted the award

said the ANU manager, Lisa

Hungsberg and her staff were de

serving winners. 'The Co-op Book

shop at ANU has been extensively

refurbished, carries a wonderful

range and is very well managed with

excellent staff' he said.

Weird Library Facts #17

Did you know that apart from boast

ing tricky doors and very large books

Chifley library is possessed of one

of the world's largest collections of

Icelandic literature? That there is a

private study room in a dark corner

with almost no windows where you

could get up to just about

anything? (Picking up a key at the

front desk feels eerily like checking

into a sordid motel, even if you are

only studying your Icelandic). That

even though the Library has lots of

haiidy slots for $1 and $2 coins there

is no change machine? There is a

theory Chifley is actually in league

with the Acton Supermarket
—

when hapless students go there for

change they just can't help buying
a killer python, a giant freckle or a

red frog.

Woroni makes a new friend

A woman came into the Students

Association last week and requested

ten copies of the July Woroni so she

could distribute-;the. excellent arti

cle on sperm donation to her friends.

Stunned Woroni staff handed' over

multiple copies. It turned out the

woman was the author, Jason

Richardson's mum.
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student
comment

Siobhan McDonnell

Is feminism relevant?

I
want to be a Feminist but I shave

my legs, like men and don't un

derstand 'The Beauty Myth'.

While these statements are easily

addressed by a feminist movement

that dictates principles in terms of

equality and choice, perhaps the

most fundamental question facing
the feminist movement today is

whether feminism is really
neces

sary.

Young women are viewing femi

nism as the 'F' word and are either

repulsed by stereotypical images of

feminists ( as hairy legged lesbians),

or, worse still, view the term as be

ing obsolete 'Why would I call my

self a Feminist when I already have

equality?' It is possible that this re

sponse isn't as devastating to the

Feminist movement as it sounds,

after all isn't the Feminist move

ments greatest achievement the fact

that young women don't feel the

need to organise under the Feminist

banner?

Clearly this argument would only

be true if women had achieved

equality
—

so, have women in the

90s achieved equality ?

The resounding answer to this

question is NO.

Women are still paid less than

men, women are still the predomi
nant primary care givers in a fam

ily, women, despite performing in

education to a higher degree than

ever before, are still not entering the

upper strata of the workforce and

women are still make up the major
ity of victims of domestic violence,

rape and sexual harassment.

If this is equality then it's not the

kind of equality that I'm happy with.

'Young women are viewing
feminism as the 'F' word and

are either repulsed by stere

otypical images of feminists

as hairy Legged lesbians, or,

worse still, view the term as

being obsolete'

OK, you might be saying, but I

have equality. I'm a uni student and

as long as I
get good marks I'll do

fine. You may feel that your gender
has never

really had an impact on

your life, that's great, but take a step

back and ask yourself a couple of

questions.

You know of the increase to HECS,
so who do these increases really ef

fect? The answer is that they affect

women and other disadvantaged

groups. Less women will be able to

attend University as a result of the

increases in fees.

Here's another question, what's

the University's policy in relation to

parents? Is there a policy that says

that pregnancy is a sufficient reason

for not sitting an exam? The answer

to both these questions is no.

Next, why aren't there tampon

vending machines in the women's

toilets? And why is the liquid that

they use in pad advertisements al

ways blue?

I don't really know the answer to

these questions other than to state

that women's period blood is often

viewed as messy and distasteful,

something that's better left as 'wom-

en's business'.

The point that I'm really trying to

get
across here is that the important

thing is to ask these questions, not

just to accept what the university,

society or the government dictates

the role of women to be. If you don't

think there's equality then get up

and say so. Above all, subvert the

stereotype by not being afraid to use

the F word.

Siobhan is the Law Students Society

Women's Officer

NEWS don't leave me hanging on Mice a yo-yo
? wake me up before you g o-go

?
I don'i

[?]
Woroni asked people in Union Court these questions. (1) What

do you think about the ban on smoking in the Uni Bar? (2)

What do you think the steel structure outside Calypso's is? (3)

Do you support the NTEU strikes this week?

(1) I don't care — I don't go to the Uni

Bar

(2) A giant kebab and roast chicken

cooking machine

(3) Yes — because if they don't fight it

now it won't ever be fought
— Dane (Asian Studies)

(1) It doesn't bother me — I don't

smoke — but it's nice to go out and

not come back smelling of smoke.

(2) It's pretty ugly — maybe they'll put

perspex on top of it. Even then it will

still be quite horrible

(3) Yes — because because staff cuts

affect students

—

Nicky (SREM)

(1) I think we should be able to smoke

in the uni bar

(2) Ifs pretty ugly whatever it is

(3) I haven't really giveri it a great

deal of thought, there's too much else

on in my life

— Joanne (Arts)

(1) I agree with the ban, non-smokers

use the the bar as well and smoking
could affect their health

(2) Its a roof top, but I prefer an open
area

(3) Yes — we need more staff, why do

they keep cutting people?
—Lisa (Eco/ Com)

Need a

place

Housing Online

? A list of accommodation from the private
rental market, updated weekly by the ANU

Housing Referral Service on the World Wide

Web (accessible from the ANU Home Page)
at http://wvm.anu.edu.au/admin/housing/

accom.html.

? Lists landlords' properties if they are available

to students and one bus ride from ANU.
? Also includes sections for share

accommodation wanted and available.

Housing Referral Service
? Acts as a broker to assist students and staff

to find private rental accommodation.
? Apply to the service and receive free advice

and assistance negotiating with landlords and

real estate agents.

Contact Details

Contact the Housing Referral Service by phone
on 243 3 185 (73 185 internal), fax on 249 0737

(0737 internal), or by email to

accom. refer ral@anu. edu. au.

Brought to you by University
Accommodation Services

sexuality
deportment

Visibility

Hello
one and all. First up we

want to tell you more about the

Queer Collaborations 1997 confer

ence in Brisbane last month, focus

ing on two of the actions that we

Dartook in.

The first was a protest in Pine I

Rivers Shire, where the mayor,

Yvonne Chapman, had decided that \

in order to keep those 'damned ho
mosexuals' out, she had to remove

I

all the toilet doors from male toilets
j

in her little backward shire. She also

asked all homosexuals travelling

through not to stop in 'her' town,

so we as a conference group went

for a picnic in one of her parks.

The Christian hecklers that were

there to greet us Dykes, Fags, Bis,

and Trannies, if nothing else, at least

took one message away with them:

we're here, we're queer, and we're -

not going away, even if we can't shit
j

in peace.
jj

'In order to make society
aware of our rights, needs,

|

and the fact we do not need
j

to hide our identities any
j

longer, we have to make I

ourselves visible'

The other action we took part in '

was a simple one: a kiss-in in Queen
j

Street Mall. About a hundred and I

fifty of us took to the centre of Bris-
j

bane arid snogged
—

something ;
which many queers unfortunately
are still afraid of doing in public.

Both of these events created visibil

ity
—

something that is so impor
tant to the queer community as a

whole.

In order to make society aware of

our rights and needs, and the sim

ple fact that we do not need to nor

will hide our identities any longer,

we have to make ourselves visible.

We have to let everyone know we

will no longer put up with being

verbally, physically and sexually

harassed. We just won't stand for

it.
. ;? .-?:; ; ?.?.-?

''?
'

..?

'

.?'?
'? :?:''

Part of creating visibility around

Canberra, specifically Canberra

campuses, is the recent co-operation
of the ANU and CIT Sexuality De

partments, the Rubber Rose Ranch/
UCAN and other fabulous individu

als. Regular meetings have been set

up to work on common
goals, and

help each other out.

The first action was the Queer
Market Daze at UCAN on July 30.

Pippa and Rodd were among the

speakers on the day, which was in

response to the hostile and homo

phobic environment that currently
is UCAN.

Thanks to Kelly Jones, who was

the main organiser of the
day, and

did a great job. This event was writ

ten up in the Canberra Times two

days in a row, and made WIN news

as well! Many more actions involv

ing the various institution's reps are

planned for the future — action be

ing another operative word. We

need to be active and do something
to change this world.

—Matt and Pippa
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political
corner

The stolen generation

The
issue of whether the govern

merit should compensate the

'Stolen Generation' should not be

treated with the hesitancy and trepi

dation demonstrated by govern

ments, community groups and the

media. The deeds of the past were

wrong and thus Australia should

compensate those victims.

The past cannot be swept aside

simply as an aberration. Australia

must move forward as a nation; as

sume a position of international

standing; shake off the slur of

Hanson's rhetoric. Before this can

happen, the government must rec

ognise the injustices of the past.

Australia cannot move towards the

future while a significant group in

the community either feels neglected

or is suffering from previous actions.

Surely Australia does not want to

alienate further an already bitter and

disillusioned group of people?

The question of whether compen

sation should be granted to those

Aborigines taken from their families

should not be linked so
intrinsically

with money. The issue is far too

important to be neglected because

of financial and legal inadequacies
A government's job is not simply to

manage the economy; a successful

government first manages people.

By neglecting to deal with the 'Sto

len Generation' this Federal Govern

ment is proving its inability to gov

ern in a socially acceptable manner.

It seems to think that bringing down

a balanced budget is its only respon

sibility.

Compensation to the indigenous

population would be a symbol of

Australia's ability to reconcile its

past and assume, a mature role in

both domestic and international af

fairs..-
??'

?Obviously compensation to just

one group of Aborigines is not the

final solution to the many problems
that they face. However, it would be

a sign that finally Australians are

recognising past injustices.
Without

this sort of apology, a new genera

tion of indigenous Australians will

be raised into a bitter struggle,
ac

centuating the existing differences

between 'white' and 'black' Austral

ians.

Non-indigenous Australians must

change the feeling of ambivalence

to the plight of Aborigines and the

'Stolen Generation'. Too many peo

ple continually assert that the cur

rent problems were caused by past

generations and therefore, respon

sibility should not be assumed by

current generations. This excuse is

almost an acceptance that past ac

tions were not wrong or should not

have an impact on today's society.

Unfortunately, they were wrong and

continue to have an impact today.

Governments must ignore the

economic logistics of providing com

pensation for the 'Stolen Genera

tion'. It is time that Australia recon

ciles itself with, its past.
— Carl Stewart

ALP club

Why
would anyone steal an

Aborigine? It doesn't add up.
The government of the day wasn't

thinking 'How else can we fuck up
the bastards?', but rather how could

they best help Aborigines to succeed

in Australian society. All the social

welfare groups and the churches

sponsored the previous policies; and

again, it wasn't done so that the

churches would have more little

kiddies to choose from, well I hope.

And although the members sepa

rated from families may have felt

some pain and loss, many now are

prosperous Australians. Even the

High Court, that den of trendy feel

good political correctness, couldn't

invent reasons as to how the past

generations' actions could be uncon

stitutional.

There are also the practical rea

sons as to why every Aboriginal dis

connected from their family should

not automatically be given cash

compensation. How much, and to

whom? How would such a thing be

decided? There were different cir

cumstances in each instance.lt isn't

practicable. Saying there should be

no blanket compensation does not

rule out individual cases' where an

orphanage did not fulfil its duty of

care to the wards, or cases of negli

gence. These are put through the

normal law-courts, like every other

case of injustice which happens to

any other Australian. Why should

there be yet another special scheme

for Aboriginal people, when others

going through the same suffering

must use the courts?

And then there is Labor's oppor

tunism in championing the sepa

rated peoples' cause, now they

aren't the government. Kim Beazely

can bawl his eyes out until the cows

come home, but it doesn't change
the fact that the previous Labor gov

ernment, of which he was Deputy
Prime Minister, also denied any li

ability or compensation. When you

see Labor students gaining mileage

out of this cause, stop and think; if

they hadn't been thrashed in the last

election Keating and Beazely would

be saying exactly the same things

as the Coalition is now.

It wasn't just Aboriginals who

were separated from their families.

The circumstances suffered by all

young people who were transported

to Australian orphanages after World

War II,
or for those non-aboriginals

who were taken from
single moth

ers, rate equally with the suffering

of Aboriginal people who were

placed in mission orphanages. No

one has denied that any of this did

happen, and we didn't need a 2 kilo

gram one-sided report to tell us what

occurred just to Aboriginal children.

No one has yet shown me proof

of why a special treatment of com

pensation is needed, nor any evi

dence that what previous genera

tions did was, well-intentioned (al

beit perhaps misguided). .

—Tim Dixon

National Club

i w a n t to miss it when you hit that high ? wake me up before you go-go
®

-
c a u s e I'm n'ot

[?]
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matt tinning
sa president

Bush week

Third term at the ANU is always filled with interest, and this year will be
no exception.

Bush Week

Traditionally Bush Week at the ANU is 0-Week all over again In recent

years Bush Week has been more subdued, but an enjoyable affair none

the less. This year, Bush Week '97 offers every student the opportunity to

achieve instant fame, notoriety, and insobriety through any number of

excitment-filled events. Run the gauntlet of the upholders of law and

order in Canberra to claim one of the great prizes
on offer in the

scavanger riunt; test your general Knowledge at tne iiuds & bocieties

trivia night; join in the events various clubs are arranging throughout the

week; be there for Funky Acid Afro Lounge on Wednesday night, and of

course the Bar Slug on Thursday night. For full details check out the Bush

Week programme on poster boards everywhere.

Elections

It's that time of year again, with the Union Board elections coming up in

the next couple of weeks, and the Students' Association elections taking

place in the last week of term. Nominations for the SA close on 1

September, and under the new Constitution, various positions are up for

election for the first time. I encourage everyone to consider running for

election, particularly if you have not traditionally been politically active,

or have not been a member of any political party. If you are interested in

playing a part in the promotion of social life on campus, representing

students on University Committees, or the fight for accessible education

on a national level, consider nominating fora position that sounds right

for you. If you'd like more information about what would be involved,

please feel free to drop in and see me at the Students' Association office.

You've probably also noticed over the past few weeks a gradual escalation

in propaganda circulating regarding the National Union of Students. NUS

is the peak body representing Australian university students, and plays an

important part in opposing deregulation of the higher education sector

and the introduction of user-pays. Some groups, however, object to the

cost of NUS membership (for the ANU around $30,000 per annum), and to

the factional system- which operates within NUS. There is currently a

petition circulating to initiate a referendum on the question of NUS

membership. I encourage everyone to spend some time getting informed

about NUS before deciding whether to sign this petition, and also how to

vote in any subsequent referendum. It is a complicated issue, and debate

over affiliation is often marked by inaccuracies and mistruths.

Redundancies

The consequences of the government's cuts to higher education are

beginning to hit home at the ANU, with the Department of Archeology of

Natural History in RSPAS being dismantled, and now specific cuts to the

Faculty of Arts being unveiled. It is still unclear exactly where the axe

will ultimately fall, but somewhere in the order of 19 involuntary

redundancies and 14 non-renewals are currently being proposed. Cuts of

such ferocity would be unlikely to be achievable without the closure of at

least one department, and without every department in the Faculty losing

posts. The SA is encouraging the University to consider alternatives to

these drastic measures, and the NTEU has already commenced industrial

action. The rolling strikes called during week 3 are unlikely to be the last,

and potentially students will be inconvenienced by further stoppages. It

is, however, important to be aware that if the down-sizing proposed in

the Faculty of Arts does go ahead, it is likely
to have a very significant

impact on the range of courses and units offered to Arts students, the

quality of teaching, the frequency of tutorials and the number of students

who will be accepted to study honours. The stakes are very high for

students as well as staff.

general secretary's report
Many thanks to everyone who took an interest in the new Constitution

which was passed on Monday the 28th. Hopefully future SAswill benefit

from the changes. A few changes still need to be tidied up at the next

General Meeting on August 15.

In a recent SRC meeting, representatives voted for the Association to

switch to using recycled paper. They also discussed the complexities of

the Course Restructuring proposed by the University. This proposal could

have serious effects on Austudy payments, HEC-S payments and the design

of courses
—

if anyone wants more details, come into the SA and get a

copy of Matt's paper to the Board of the Faculties.

The SRC is planning various activities to coincide. with the NUS Week of

Action and the NTEU Strikes in week 5 (Bush Week). Staff cuts are

looming as a big issue on campus so if anyone wants to help in the

campaign, drop by the SA sometime.
— Harry Greenwell

i ? ? ? ? _ ? j,
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Should smoking be banned in the uni bar?
Old foes Patrick Mackerras and VinegarTits take each other on once again in the neverending contest of good and evil that is the Woroni page 1 2 debate.

This month they argue over the ban on smoking in the Uni bar which was proposed by Mackerras and is scorned by Tits.

The
question of whether smok

ing should be permitted in the

bar is a difficult one. The concerns

of smokers are understandable —

if it weren't for the harm caused by

passive smoking, they would have

every right to smoke wherever they

want. The concerns of nonsmok

ers are understandable too — if it

weren't for the inconvenience

caused to smokers, the Board's de

cision to make the bar smoke-free

would be the best one it ever made.

And then there's the complicating

factor of money
— the Union can't

impose a smoking ban if it destroys

the bar's trade.

These were the competing inter

ests which the Board, at its meet

ing on the 22nd of
July, needed to

mould into a policy that made ethi

cal, legal and financial sense.

Interviewed on Win News re

cently, a smoker said 'When peo

ple
come into the bar they expect

to smoke, and

non-smokers just

have to put up

with that'. The

problem is that

for every smoker

who thinks that,

you can find a

non-smoker who thinks 'When Igo

into my bar I expect not to risk my

health, and smokers just have to put

up with that'.

So the Board was looking at a

situation where the rights of smok

ers and non-smokers couldn't co

exist (by the way, all recent health

reports have recognised that venti

lation systems are completely inef

fective in keeping dangerous smoke

out of non-smoking areas), and it

reluctantly decided (the vote was

close) to resolve this conflict in fa

vour of public health. This was

probably because it realised that

this 'conflict of rights' was not re

ally a conflict at all — there is no

such thing as a right to damage the

health of other people.

Of course the response to this is

'non-smokers get to enjoy clean air

everywhere else at ANU, all we

smokers want is one bar'. But can't

my friend who likes to drive at 150

km/h between Sydney and Mel

bourne say the same
thing?

— 'Peo-

ple who want safe roads can drive

anywhere else in Australia. All I ask

is the Hume Highway'. Both argu

ments just don't stack up — for the

same reason. The bar is not a pri

vate venue, it belongs to all stu

dents. None of them should be

forced to risk their health when

using it. And the fact that (alleg

edly) some students have 'accepted
that risk' doesn't mean that every
one should have to do the same.

Legally, there was simply no

other option for the Board. The

Union has a duty of care to its staff

to provide a safe environment, and

a smoking bar just isn't safe. Over

57 000 scientific articles now exist

establishing a link between active

smoking and disease, but long be

fore the 57000th, evidence was

strong enough for governments to

start treating smoking as a serious

public health issue. Similarly, the

Board knew that evidence was

strong enough for organisations to

cease denying the links between

passive smoking and disease. It also

knew that a staff member dying of

say, lung cancer, could sue us, that

in court we wouldn't have a leg to

stand on, and that such litigation

had already been undertaken suc

cessfully against employers in NSW.

Furthermore, it is completely
unreasonable to expect the Union

to get around these problems by

employing only smokers on its bar

staff. Aside from being blatantly

discriminatory, such a policy would

mean loyal, long serving employ
ees wishing to quit smoking would

be forced to choose between their

health and their

job. Well that's

just obscene —

for absolutely

no good reason

the Union

would be ac

tively under

mining the health of its staff.

Finally, and most obviously, the

Board had to consider the financial

impact of the ban. I had contacted

managers of other bars in Sydney
and Canberra and had received a

mixed response. One said we

wouldn't lose any sales at all. A few

more said that sales would go

down. But none thought that the

Union would be ruined by this de

cision.

On the basis of this and other

evidence the Board decided to give
the ban a go. The implementation
date has not yet been finalised, but

the ban will probably start in De

cember as part of a six month trial

period. If it turns out to be a finan

cial disaster during this period, the

Board will obviously discontinue it.

But I'm confident the decision will

attract even more people to the

Union.

The Union Board Elections are

coming up, and will probably be

fought partly on this issue. There is

even a ticket campaigning on a

promise to end the smoking ban.

But my guess is that as soon as they

get on the Board they'll recognise
the Union's legal obligations and

come to their senses.

But if legal arguments mean

nothing to them, they'll see the

health benefits of the ban when,

inevitably, one of their friends de

velops lung cancer. 50% of people

who smoke and who don't give up

will die of it; 25% by middle age.

Without statistics like these, the

Board's decision would have been

simple. Unfortunately, it wasn't.
— Patrick Mackerras

'Legally, there was no other

option for the Board. The Union

has a duty of care to its staff to

provide a safe environment, and

a smoking bar just isn't safe'

[?] The
fact that Patrick Mackerras,

of all people, wants to ban

smoking in the Uni Bar, is an irony

that has not gone completely un

noticed amongst the majority of the

student body. Why so? Because

Patrick is the kind of guy who only

sets foot in the bar to give the toilet

seats a good scrub because he

couldn't bear the thought that such

unhygienic equipment was being

utilised by his constituents.

Well thanks very much pal but I

can really do without a tee-totalling,

debating society nerd herder being

concerned that I might expire in a

150 years from the effects of pas

sive smoking. Picture the image if

you will... Patrick Mackerras ap

proaches a huddled group of smok

ers engaged in an animated conver

sation 'Picasso, Jean-Paul Sartre,

Samuel Beckett, sorry fellas it's out

into the freezing cold evening for

you. You can discuss the intellec

tual future of

the Twentieth

Century on

your own time

please, be

cause, whilst

we all greatly

appreciate

your contribution, as avid smokers

you'll just have to be doing that sort

of thing alone in the privacy of your

own home. And you can stop point

ing your smouldering cancer stick

at me Winston Churchill, I've learnt

not to wear those flammable nylon

jumpers anymore.'
Just where does this guy and his

tossy policies get off? Why do we

even have student politicians? It

seems like a great training ground
to become a chief parking inspec
tor or maybe a Seventh Day Advent

ist doorknocker, but what about the

bigger issues? Because whilst they

preoccupy themselves with this

trivial crap... well actually... now

that I think about it, occupying
themselves with trivial crap is all

they ever actually seem to do — and

thus is explained the need for this

new
policy. Off goes a little light

bulb in the tiny brain of the stu

dent
politician, like Tonia Toddman

after she's just spied a particularly

nice piece of wicker basketry, but

instead of crying 'That's it! Delight

ful patio furniture!' their preferred

declamation is 'I know! No smok

ing in the Uni Bar!' ?

For what reason other than self

agrandisation would anyone ban

smoking in a bar? Hellooooo! It's a

bar. You know, a place where peo

ple go and do despicable things that

are bad for them. Banning smok

ing in a bar is like buying a porno

only to discover all the genitalia's

been rubbed out in black texta.

Cigarette smoke is all part of the

bar experience and I think anyone

who actually goes to the Uni Bar of

their volition is entirely prepared for

that. They must be. You have to

drink so much in order to forget

how'ugly your surroundings are the

health effects of cigarette smoke

would pale in comparison when

compared to the damage you're

doing to every internal organ ex

cept your lungs.

But actually I've just had a rather

good idea myself Pat, why don't we

start to regulate against passive

drinking? I can see it all now. You

can lead a team of people who can

take turns patrolling the bar like

school library monitors. You'll be

allowed to wear a special tie and a

badge and wander around saying,
'I'm sorry but I can't allow you to

buy this person a drink. The peer

pressure you are imposing upon

them to have a good time could do

untold damage to their liver. I'm

afraid I'll have to ask you to leave

or go outside and join the irrespon

sible people in the beer garden of

shame.' Honest to God, it makes

me wonder what

is going through

the brain of

someone who

could one month

be wanting to

ban Nestle prod
ucts because of

their role in third world' starvation

and then, a couple of weeks later,

get all flustered about the thought
that some precious little first year

might inhale the equivalent of an

ordinairy day's air pollution in Syd

ney.

In a further display of his lack of

understanding of the role played by

smoking in the Uni Bar, Mackerras

has forgotten the part played by

cigarette smoke as air freshener.

Have you ever smelt the Uni Bar,

empty, before the smokers have

moved in? As hauntingly refresh

ing as the stench of vomit, carpet
cleaner and stale urine are, some

how the reassuring muster of a pack
of Winni Reds seems to me to just

have an edge that brings me back

every time.

Apart from obvious stuff like the

loss of business caused by making
the Uni Bar non-smoking, the thing

that really pisses me off is

Mackerras seems to think his cou

ple of years as a student politician

have qualified him to make judge
ments that ride above what is cur

rently legally required! Pat has

now decided he is in a better posi
tion to be making decisions about

our liveliehood than professional

politicians. Well I've had it! I pro

pose that we stage a 'smoke-in' the

day before the proposal is due to

implimented because I for one, as

a non-smoker, will be there with

bells on, protesting not just a right

to smoke in a god-damn bar but our

right not to be interfered with

anymore by self-created petty offi

cialdom. And that means you

Patrick Mackerras!
— Vinegar Tits

'I can really do without a tee

totalling debating society nerd

herder being concerned I might

expire in a. 150 years from the

effects of passive smoking'
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on going solo ? wake me up before you go-go
* take me dancing tonight *
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The first stage of the ACT initiated heroin trial is finally going ahead. After months of controversy and debate in the media and in the wider community, the first stage

of the trial looks set to usher in yet another round of criticism and response. Why has there been such a reaction against something which is, in effect, simply a form

of medical treatment? Woroni correspondent Andrew Dempster looks at the procedure surrounding the trial and the arguments for and against its implementation.

^L artier this year- a dramatic photo appeared in a Syd

Eney
tabloid newspaper. It depicted a young mother,

slumped unconscious on a Cabramatta footpath un

der the influence of heroin, while her three-year old child

played beside her. To many people, this startling abandon

ment of parenthood for the temporary pleasure of a chemi

cally-created euphoria was proof of heroin's inherent evil.

It was a shocking juxtaposition of vice with innocence

which demonstrated the need for stricter drug laws.

But the same picture also revealed, in an equally shock

ing way, the extent to which our current approach to deal

ing with the problems created by drug use has failed. It

has failed Australia in the same way, only perhaps not yet

to the same degree, that is has failed the United States,

where smart investors are putting their money into build

ing bigger jails. It would be difficult to come up with a

single example of another policy which has been pursued
for so long and yet failed so dismally. Not only does prohi
bition fail to prevent harm, it actually creates it. It endan

gers lives by exposing people to widely-available drugs of

uncertain quality and by compelling them to use unsafe

methods of administration, primarily injection, to get the

biggest bang for their buck. It imprisons people whose

'crimes' are victimless. It corrupts police. And it turns many

dependent users to crime to finance the habit, for which

we all pay the price.

It is extraordinary, then, that such a modest step for

ward as the proposed heroin trial has engendered the con

troversy that it has.

This trial is not about supplying 'free' heroin to any

body who wants it, an emotional simplification that oppo

nents of the trial have used, with some success, to whip

up opposition. It is about investigating the efficacy of pro

viding controlled amounts of pharmaceutical grade heroin,

under clinical supervision, to those people who are already

dependent on the drug, and who would otherwise obtain

the drug illegally with all the health risks which that en

tails.

Progress towards the trial has been slow and cautious.

In 1991, ANU's National Centre for Epidemiology and Popu
lation Health (NCEPH), in conjunction with the Austral

ian Institute of Criminology, was asked to consider whether

a carefully controlled and rigorously evaluated trial should

be conducted to determine whether prescription of phar
maceutical heroin would be a useful addition to current

maintenance treatment for dependent heroin users. After

four years of painstaking research, NCEPH recommended

that the trial should proceed.

In response, the ACT government convened a task force

in mid-1995 to consider this recommendation and under

take public consultation on the issue. Consisting of 29

members representing medical, legal, government, com

munity and law enforcement organisations, the task force

delivered its report last January. After six months of inves

tigation and consultation, the task force was almost unani

mous in supporting the trial, the only person to disagree

being the representative from the Australian Federal Po

lice.

The trial, if it proceeds to its full length, will take place

in three stages. In the first six-month stage, there will be

40 participants. If, after the results from the first stage are

evaluated, it is decided to proceed, there will be 250 par

ticipants in the second stage. Finally, if these trials together

produce positive outcomes, a full-scale two-year trial is

proposed to be conducted in three Australian capital cit

ies.

To deal with the public perception that the establish

ment of a trial in Canberra would attract drug users from

other states, all trial participants must have been resident

in the ACT since 1992. They will be required to surrender

their driving licences for the duration of the trial and to

pay a weekly charge of $15 to $20.

Presently, the Victorian government has indicated that

it will support the crucial third stage. 'However, the sup

port of the New South Wales government is crucial to the .

viability of the trial. As somebody put it, holding a heroin

'As a pharmacist I have had many

years of experience in seeing the

effects of heroin usage at first

hand. I have seen from close up the

success and failure of methadone,

the success and failure of users go

ing cold turkey.' My experience as

a health professional has made me

realise that we are not winning the

war on drugs and our current ap

proaches are not working.'

— Kate Carhell, ACTChief Minister
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^^^^V^ trial with

w £ %- mT out sy^ney

ay^^LjT would be like

-wjdL
*

+JT Growing a Can

^SfJ^E^^f berra Grammar

Jj^*X^ jfl^r
School party without a

^CkV^^ 7 Doors album. The Premier

-v^V^ vV^ of New South Wales, Bob

JCjz^^f Carr is still sniffing the breeze,

t^jr^^r which is what he does best, with

S5~j£±^br one eYe Panted firmly on his flimsy

\yj0linHbF three-seat Parliamentary majority. In a

-* //^r tragic irony, Carr lost his brother to a

-i$jjP^fi
\* W heroin overdose but can't bring himself to

^W^^^/Nta*F declare his support for the trial.

j£3-jJL^
Jr Carnell too has a personal

— and at the same

tfv'^ «
*jjr

time professional
—

perspective on the issue, one

J^^k ^jf which has convinced her that heroin is a serious enough

iC ^| Jfr
health issue for her to put her neck on the line by vigor

^^yr ously supporting the trial in the face of scepticism from

W^W within her own party.

f 'As a pharmacist, I have had many years of experience
*

in seeing the effects of heroin usage at first hand,' she

says. 'I have seen from close up the success and failure of

methadone, the success and failure of users going 'cold

turkey.' My experience as a health professional has made

me realise that we are not winning the war on drugs and

our current approaches are not working.'
Carnell points out that NSW co-operation with the final

stage of the trial remains crucial.

'Heroin that is sold on the streets of Canberra is prima

As recently as 1953, heroin was

available over the counter at

chemist shops in Australia in a

relatively inexpensive syrup of a

measured dose. There were few

I

health problems associated with

its consumption in this form. Over

dose was practically unheard of

and heroin-dependent people

livedgenerallynormallives.lt

was the criminalisation of heroin

which brought the attendant risk

\

of overdose inherent in buying

)

from the black market and the

I
associated problems of crime,

I
corruption and blood-borne dis

I
eases such as HIV and Hepatitis C.

rily sourced, according to police information, from NSW.

Heroin addiction and treatment is a problem that is not

exclusive to the ACT. If anything, it is far more serious in

NSW and it is in the interests of both governments that we

work together to develop new strategies to tackle this is

sue.
....

'In addition, there are logistical issues associated with

the heroin pilot that would need the support of the NSW

Government. Issues such as importation and transport of

the pharmaceutical heroin via NSW, co-operation from

NSW

police in relation to persons registered on the pilot pro

gram, and education programs would all need to be re

solved between our governments.'
Whether Sydney eventually gets the go-ahead will de

pend on the amount of noise that opponents of the trial

make during the first two stages of the trial. It is almost

certain that no matter how positive the outcomes of the

initial stages, hard-liners will twist the results to support

their view that prescription of heroin is flawed and that

the experiment should be terminated before further dam

age is done.

Of those opponents, the Salvation Army has been one

of the most outspoken. The Salvos reject the heroin trial

on grounds which are familiar to many people who sup

port a 'strengthening' of the existing position in respect

of
illegal drugs

—

among them, that similar trials over

seas have failed, that the trial would 'send the wrong

message', that we ought to question the values of a so

ciety which supplies addictive and stupefying drugs to

people, and that we ought to be striving towards the ideal

of a drug-free society.

As an alternative to maintenance treatment, the Salvos

offer their own method. The Salvation Army uses an ab

stinence-based twelve-step detoxification program of six

to twelve months in residential settings, comprising group

and individual counselling.

'We are currently involved in a research project to de

termine long-term results,' says Major Brian Watters of

the Salvos' Rehabilitation Services branch. 'Our in

dications are that approximately 25% of people -^
going through our program remain free of drugs. \s|^|
Another significant percentage have marked im- V^^B
provements in their lifestyle and general function- ^H
ing. Clients are given outpatient support after they «?
return to the community and there is a brief relapse «g
treatment program available to those who stop.' l|

It is clear that abstinence-based therapies do assist 1

some dependent users to resume drug-free, or rela- \

tively drug-free, lives.

However, on the Salvos' own figures, it is also clear that

abstinence therapies do not work for all people.

The Salvation Army's opposition to the neroin trial, and

their championing of abstinence as a positive alternative,

rests on the assumption that people are perfectible. But

laws which attach criminal sanctions to personal choices

cannot force perfection. Although 'the Salvos continue to

provide valuable support on a street level to desperate drug
dependent people, their clinging to abstinence-based treat

ments as the only appropriate way forward is a narrow

vision. It fails to recognise that substantial improvements
to health and wellbeing can be realised by those people
for whom withdrawal may not immediately be possible,

but for whom maintenance treatments offer a chance to

stabilise their lives and get themselves back together. .

Everybody knows at least one smoker who has tried to

give up, probably on numerous occasions, but has failed.

But for a smoker, on thirty cigarettes a day, coming down

to ten would be a substantial improvement. If the same

logic was applied to heroin, rather than the familiar and

empty posturing about the 'stupefying, addictive' nature

of the drug which 'supplants and subsumes all other natu

ral instincts, morality and interests', the trial would begin
to make more sense to those who make choices based

primarily on the legality or illegality of a substance, rather

than the considerable health risks associated with expos

ing people to drugs sourced from the black market.

Maintenance therapy of- fers participants

clean and control-
^

led doses in

a super- ^-^^ii^^^^B^ vised en

^^^iHHPiVHR:- v i
-

Why we need a sharper

I

fix on our heroin policy

[?]

Heroin isn't the killer
??- . ?
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-prohibition is

ronment as an alternative to obtaining quantities of the

drug of unknown concentration and purity in circumstances

in which people are frequently tempted to share injecting

equipment. It seeks to reduce drug harm by keeping [please

italicise next word] alive those people for whom abstinence

will not work. Major Watters, however, does not accept

that maintenance therapies can ever be appropriate for

those who are

not yet 'ready'

for abstinence.

'I suppose

we could pro

vide houses to

burgle and cars to steal and banks to rob for those not

'ready' to give up their vhabit',' he says. 'The use of heroin

is an illegal activity
— a crime.Its impact on society is at

least as costly and disruptive as those other crimes. By
law enforcement and education we can expedite the proc

ess of becoming ready to be drug free.'

The analogy is absurd in a curiously twisted way. Heroin

use is not bank robbery; it is a personal choice (albeit one

in which serious risks are inherent), the criminalisation of

which causes a great deal of harm, increasing the risks to

health of dependent users and the costs to the community
in terms of treatment, crime and enforcement.

As recently as 1953, heroin was available over the coun

ter at chemist shops in Australia in a relatively inexpen
sive syrup of a measured dose. There were few health prob
lems associated with its consumption in this form. Over

dose was practically unheard of and heroin-dependent peo

ple lived generally normal lives. It was the criminalisation

of heroin which brought the attendant risk of overdose

inherent in buying from the black market and the associ

ated problems of crime, corruption and blood-borne dis

eases such as HIV and Hepatitis C. The rejection of main

tenance-based

therapies on the

basis that heroin

is illegal denies

the real prob
lems that

criminalisation

has caused.

Our house was broken into the other day. They came in

through a side window. They didn't make a lot of mess,

just rifled through a few drawers and went through a

friend's packed suitcase which was sitting in the corner.

They took my money box and but left the CDs behind.

In ways such as this, drug issues affect everybody. Even

if you don't know anybody who uses illegal drugs, in a

number of ways you are already paying the costs of at

tempting to enforce laws which do not work, of a public

health system which bears the cost of caring for over

100,000 Australians who have Hepatitis C through unsafe

injecting,
and of higher insurance premiums the direct re

sult of our high levels of property crime.

We need new approaches, not old rhetoric, and Carnell

is frank: 'I am not prepared, either as a politician or as a

pharmacist, to turn my back on the many people who are

trying to deal with their addiction in Canberra and around

Australia without exploring every option to improve their

quality of life, help them beat the drug and, in some cases,

keep them alive. The 'Say No to Drugs' message might
work for most people, but for thousands of young Austral

ians, it doesn't.' In the search for a more rational para

digm which minimises the harm that drugs cause, the

heroin trial will provide valuable information on which to

go further.

Politicians are running scared,

uc tm ^^
??

The question is not whethei\we should decriminalise drugs
—

r it is whether they should be mandatory. And the answer,

clearly, is yes. „,*,-',
,

.

-

Look at it this way; Most drugs, legal or otherwise, have a

common effect: they turn the user into a boring, blithering

', idiot. Drug talk is notoriously boring; Okay, this is not

so great if you want a rational conversation out of the mM

user, or depend upon him or her for something, 'like, BjB
say, a properly performed piece of neurosurgery; On the WU

''

other hand, modern society encourages, indeed prizes, mM
?

stupidity. You need proof? Which name is better known, U
that of the Australian who discovered stomach ulcers WS

'

. are caused by bacteria, or Kate Fischer? The mere feet Sj
that you know whata 'Peter Andre' is should convince II

you. .,

'

-

,

;

[]:

' '

ft

'But, but', you splutter, 'shouldn't we try to raise the 9
level of -society?' Yes, and let's abolish hatred, poverty g
and Fred Nile by next Friday top. Where would the economy \

?

be if we insisted on only producing sensible, rational things? i

Even the shitty McGobs which are offered to the young I

unemployed as a substitute for real work by the Govern-
|

ment would disappear.
'

-,

?-

If we insist on being dumb, if we, couple that with cynicism,

when all the while we have a-high standard of living com

. pared to most people on the planet, of course we're going to

be unhappy. Changing things requires intelligence,
commit

ment and effort, all of which' are too hard. The only way out

of our existential hell is some artificial pleasure! That's where

drugs come in. .
, V ?','.*-

'

Ofcourse, there are somepracticatissues to consider. Adding
'

ecstasy to the water supply' would be, easy, but frankly, there

are some people Idon'twant hugs:frpm. Do we_slip;eocaine

into sugar,, combining two traditionally third world-crops and
'- therefore helping the agricultural, popj overseas? Or require

\ everybody to go the pub1 before work and unleash'anvepidemic

of brewer's droop on the,;Bedrqbrns;6f Australia? Decisions/ /
'decisions.' -

?

,;'''''?''. --*'?
-

-?? '- JV
'?'*--/,

, Pass the needle and- praise -the Lord;,
-

'

* - -.

-

; - '-,
,

- -.' -.;'., -\\
?

'. / ,— .'cJanina Oankowski /

-?'?*-/ 1
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?

This year, the Students' Association and the ANU Union have got together to

offer you some mighty fine prizes as an incentive to going all out:

1st Prize $500 Union Voucher

2nd Prize : $300 Union Voucher
.

?

3rd Prize $200 Union Voucher

Plus there will be special prizes on the day for teams and individuals who

perform most impressively in the stunts section.

ISiiiifeBiiiilEM

[?]
[?]

^^BM^BHHjHiHHiHH

[?]
Ml

[?]
? Teams must consist of no more than 15 ANU students.

? You must drop your team name and list of team members in the Sugges
tion Box outside the Union Office (opposite Salwa's Lebanese Bar), or give

it to Karen at the Students' Association, by no later than 4pm on Wednes

day, 20th August.
? You must bring all items collected to the judges in Union Court between

11am and 2pm on Thursday, 21st August. All team stunts must also be per

formed during this time.

? Your team will get the number of points indicated on the list below for

each item collected. Where people have to be collected, only the team who

presents them first gets the points. Where stunts or items have a point range,

the judges will have discretion to award any number of points within that

range, depending on how impressive you are! It should be assumed that a

maximum of 1 of each item can be presented by each team unless otherwise

indicated.

[?]
:,;:::-80ii8iiP^esiden1iqiiJm^eiiSitpo

.;;w50iii!pm#eEistpp|fc

v-J:c;aO.iiiiiie|eM^|B0r^eriteattlie^

:;.;^v8Q|ii|ianjae^a||oltegeMiidMan^^
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[?]
40 McDonald's polystyrene burger container

60 Kiss Lunchbox

20 Optimus Prime transformer

50 Gay Ken doll

60 Castle Greyskull [ t$$f

5 Pizza Hut Puzzle Placemats (max 10) V
60 Headless Tickle-me Elmo Doll I

10 Cabbage Patch Doll (max 10)

10 Yes and Know book

10 Mello Yello cans (max 10)

20 Biography, Keanu Reeves

40 Working copy, Operation boardgame
60 Toy Womble

15 Stackhat, square design (max 5)

80 Chinese Dragon

40 Fraggle Rock Video

100 Icelandic currency

20 Charles and Diana fifty cent piece (max 10)

1 Star Wars Tazos (max 100)

40 Magic Sand

50 Expo 1988 Passport

60 Largest cup-sized bra

50 Pickled Body Organs (max 5)

20 Item of Bros clothing (max 5)

20 'I can't believe it's not butter' tub

5 Fruity smelling textas (max 20)

50 My Little Pony
80 Demtel Hair in a Can

40 Jennie Garth workout video

40 Santa Claus Coke Can

70 2-Minute Noodles expired before 1995

30 Bicentennial Medal (max 10)

5 Squash Ball (max 20)

60 Chainsaw

40 Game and Watch

30 Hyper-colour T-Shirt

60 Framed picture of Queen Elizabeth II

60 '' Framed picture of Chairman Mao

.

*

.

- 10'/' ^Birth-tag from Royal Canberra Hospital (max 10) -

V
'

f 5 ';V 'Gbicf Milk Bottle Tops (max 20)
j

VW;/ Chefs' Hat

£'
''

5 J-- Jl 'Notes (max 20) I

-

/-,-' 30 4* -?Pice Girls CD i
''

'

/;/60/ *i;Smash Hits '87 album I
- J:,AQ-h, Torres i Strait Island flag ]'

' '

100^ ''Old'South African flag 1
*

/ *,60'''- 'Where Do I Come From? Sex Education Book

'. '''-'.'?' 10' I Masseur sandals fmax 101

'*'?

*
*

J-5(3 1-- On-thfe-spot fine for Marijuana possession
?- -

C46} -/Ccopyfof Leonard Nimoy's two biographies I am Not Spock and I am

t

' *
'

''
.. /V ijt

'

''''~
''

*r ;;v^60'-/r;Queen 'Live in Budapest' Video
^

- ^'

'/s
'f['§0 iX-?M{cCartney and Jackson 'SAY SAY SAY' single (1983) / /

'^^^bllfjftgftf-iUP Star Wars light sabre ?-;'
*'

,

?

.'-

:

i:jyi- '60 ?7?'CiiffyRichard poster
l* ^'- '- -[.*'

I /~y;£50;\^ Rolling Stone magazine with Gillian Anderson and David Duchovny on

40'
'

Drrwho badge

40 /School Jumper from a Canberra Primary School (max 5)

100 Ef'T-Shirt

50 The killing Joke Batman Graphic Novel

40 Six Degrees of Danny Dickvoss, the book

60 A 1988 Superspecial Mad Magazine

I
(above) Keanu's award- ?

winning biography, I
featuring the thrilling I
chapter, 'Young, Dumb, I
and Full of Cum' I

(below) The Spice
Girls CD: It's what

you want what you

really really
want if

you want 30 points

WwJIPvPPPP^M

[?]

[?]
HhHD|^H

m^m

stunts
100 Most Refectory wedges in a small cup

1-150 Immersion in Sullivan's Creek

1-150 Birdseed Bell eaten by team members '

1-200 Most innovative street theatre performance

100 - Team member wearing Track 1 Tracksuit with Dunlop KT-26 shoes

1-200 Landscape painting of Union Court

1-200 4 litre cask of Jazz Series wine drunk between two members

500 Local media coverage of your own stunt
*

-

1000 National media coverage ', .

'
,;

, \(below) the Scav Hunt is perhaps
the only place you'll be rewarded for

wearing Dunlop KT-26's
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[?]
Our Richard Marx in;

Goin' to

the chapel

...guest

starring Jon
Bon Jovi
tt Jovi! Hungry!' Richard yelled, as -he

, picked sleep out .of the corners of his

-

, baby,blues and scratched dried dribble off -

- 'his cheeks: 'Hey honey,'!: A Voice beside-',

/-^hini^ai^^He^umped^'Xstrange^dman'.'./.
'

3ay;beside him, s woman-who bore ah uri

.-
;
canny resemblance to ;n' of- Salt \n\ Pe'pa.

\;'Jhi's!sHoiildcoyer/it:'SheJay-a$ip0 bill,

'

on,the bedside table and without samuch. '

;'''a§; a^nbw's~-your' father,' she madelik'e a
'{- ,

'. treeandlefL :, ',.//;.'* -.= '.-, V- -

'',--'-
-.

I , v''Wait!' called Richard, 'At least tefl'me .
-

;t
it was .special! Joviii! '- In stumbled the in'

, crfeasinglyjax butler with a tray, of 'cold
'

pizza. 'He' flicked the pizzaai'Marxie and'

-

collapsed ori the floor. Richard tipped the

; remains of a.bottle of beer in his face and
'

questioned, hi m^pri the happenings of the

- previous '-night;-; It' transpired - that Richie
',

; fhad -.thrown-
.a;, party ;to celebrate' the

;

; ;;f egrowth 'pi -his. hair.-'Unabie to ,lure ahyr ?' '

'

'

', body,.td;hi'S' bed,;Richie had corn'e lip with

'-;;th&'bright',idea
of charging, 'for- his serv-

,,

.;;-ices. -'IJs.ed- to -distbrting-st'ories- for 'his ;

/-.boss's benefit', -Jovi described Richard beat- .

irig off customers ;with' a stick.,-

'

'?

'?/??',
{'

ty \ /This .got Richard' thinking. Just like-in'; ;

;'^th'e day's'of'88 he tiad earned maneyMo- ?';'

{-;ing whaih'e;did.b,es't/arid'it was here'tliat

?^Rfchie5 decided' on -a;-cace,e'r'',chaiige:,He;
-

'-? /rn'ade.'a vow to -be\ the-best'darae'd ,prosti- '?:?

??\
Mite LA',had;everseen!;H^d6nned;W \

^whitkjeahs/the;'oms tifat huggeclhis but/''

/,:Jtocks^raddmg-'definitibnv

V)bf6wn 'leather .jacket -flttpugh\^h'ich^ his
,.'

'.^ge-^
^'.icei^

;|\tfigug1frb^

//^nlighb^^^

^'Uike#Enjdyingt

^hVpfehg''iu^'t^mb^
/-ing^up'hls/cdlia'r--'and;stibkinyg'nis';.c^

-

^Qut-:Siigges,tively „— (but'-to' no avail;,; -';- /?',-

?

'

?^ro'ad{^/He '\Araiked;qutof ihis-'gorgeous gaK.,^

;bden2 .m^whicKitp'o^

j:^tu;e-ot,JohntCliesei,'wit^

^to;matchvhis^musi'c^
'

-;'

'

tlie 'cu'rb't-for ilh^hdun;vHe.-'did -'ndt-b' ec'ome-;'-'

bored, however, as he was fascinated by the ..

aura of raw sex lent to his appearance by,

the sweat dripping off his chest and the dark :

.patches on his white jeans. His neighbour.- ;

Mrs Benson drove up to him and stopped. ;,

'Want a lift, Richard?' Success! he hopped ',

-

in. 'Is that a dance the kids are doing.nowa- -

;

-

'days?' she asked, referring tb-'the' large cir-;

*'

cular p,elyic 'movements Richie had -been
'

1

-'using to .encourage business: 'Yeah, but it's -

usually done horizontally,!'; Richard replied :,

; wittily.' 'So how; do, you.-'want-'it .baby?'- he-,-'

-

asked, and unbuttoh'ed.his,fly:lApparently '.

Mrs Benson was just being neighbourly and ?'

riot in need' of a good seeing to: She threw
'

him out on the curb. '--

,,'--? .' v ;,

'

'Mus.t be a lesbian,';thought Ma'rxie sen:
-

-sibiy arid .burst into, tears. A voice broke

-.-through his misery. .'Hey sexy, I'll give you
. some money' in .?exchange for sex!'- Richard

looked up like a child' on Christmas morn.

His eyes to'qk'in'the^remarkably similar ex

'

plosion of hair and the .muscular but vul

,'rierable, arms. ;'J.-J:Jdn 'Bon Jovi!' 'That's

right, Richard. Let's, make'beau'tiful music

together, and
'

Kdon't- mean beautiful' rock ,

-;';V
roll balla'ds, 'no.,r,rnean let's have sex.,'

. Richard, punched himself ;t'o make sure-he -

- wasn't
;'dreaming. ''---» .' ,'

''

-y
;

'''?;, ;-Boh Joviteviv'ed him back at his'place'by
-

'

giving him a-gdlden shower.- Sweet nothings

''were'.whisp^ered/and'bish.dps'
we're buried. -

-';f he' night' served as ah' inspiration for'Joyi's-
''

plater- ERbumrSlipppiy/When yVetC'V--:

'

\'T;f

-

'

?.[
They were' maihedin A'sn^lf-pnvate sery-

'

ice
at,

Jon's .pubbo/loyeme^t:,!^^^ -a^cer^ ,

. ;-emqny'fit.for twb/dck;,stars.''^ichie\blush^

-Vin-^whiterie'atheiv.'.afid 'jfdyi' wa's?a 'dre'arh:-in '':?

,v casual :plastic;- sandals: -Th;e/wedding';went;';i

::;,'srpodthly;until'Richa^

,
'dowhliis, pantsAo'furiible /or'the^fing; HpwV- '1

j ever,' a g'qpd'time wash'ad by, all; and,'uni5e-'
'

;

''kriown^t'tb Ricliard, so was Joyi:'-' .-:?}'}'' t

'
'

'-.-;

''

/''You're 'tiie/best; man,'','RichardVsaid'/to -

,'

,vjqvi;a'ft^r
the ;yqws ,w,e're,'Said.v'I; thought

-

.

'^Sambbra'^was^iJtiHl- b'fest, -man!
'

Jovi
'

japetl. /

'./Everybody laugh^dexcept i or Richard,; whV . /

?-;,'fjowned,and;.th'en/laughed ld.udly after eve-'-'V

^ryb/ddy-'had''s\qppe^ .

,;_ ''/?'?},
''-

,

\- ;^;''''t^i---'K^;'-?'1V'v^';?~?Al^AH
Hutchings' :

' a k e

Bert is evil! The Michael

Jackson connection

Our investigations recently uncovered this old photo
graph of a young Michael Jackson standing with Bert

who is fondling his pelvic area. It is now clear where

Michael Jackson's predilection for paedophilia stems

from. Bert molested him as a child and he is only

releasing frustrations and fears that have Welled in

his mind for years. In an interview with ex- wife Lisa

Marie Presley she confessed to us that Michael used

to make her 'Do the Pigeon' naked whilst he sat

across the room and watched. We tried to interview

the 'King of Pop' about the allegations but all he could

say was, 'I am a gentleman'.

Your problems
solved with

Dean and Rob

from the

Curiosity Show
V J

Dear Dean and Rob,

Hi, how R U? I've recently just finished my

'monthlies' and apart from some leakage

at inappropriate moments and those inevi

table body numbing period pains, went OK.

See yaz,

Dolmio

Dear Dean and Rob, .

Hi, it's me again
—

you know the 'dolmio

grin'. Anyway, you remember how I had

that little problem but everything turned out

for the best? Well I just came back from a

Contiki holiday in Vanuatu (special thanks

go. out to captain 'the berber shag-pile'

Wilson) and how can I put this...? Well,

Warren was giving me the reverse shoulder

ride, which is all just a bit of fun, and let's
'

say the Captain ended up with a grin of his
[

own. What can I do to avoid these moments

ever happening again, coz I really like him

and now he just doesn't want to know me.
?;

Yours, ;

Dolmio ;

Dear Dolmio, i

i

We used your nickname even though we i

don't quite understand you. You kids and
j

all your funny words! One thing we are fa-
'

miliar with is the terrible time you women

must be going through every month. Having
to cope with this and oppression by men must

be pretty spectacular. j

Unwanted leakage has always been a bit

of a social faux pas hasn't it? Due to the fact

that, by law, we aren't allowed to endorse l

products anymore, we cannot recommend the ''

Kegelcisor (as seen in April's Woro'rii, retail

ing at the amazing price of $118) but what

we have come up with is some type of plug

that you can put together using bits and

pieces you should have around your home.
;

. First, go and ask mum if she's got a few
old kitchen sponges, but try to avoid those

that have a scourer on one side! She might .

also have an old egg carton, if so, grab that ;

and go and see if dad's got a bit of Selly's

'No More Gaps'.

If you come up trumps on these items write

back and we'll send you out an assembly
instruction booklet.

Keep exploring your world!

Dean and Rob

That wacky web!
In this edition of 'That Wacky
Web!' we focus our attentions on

a group called 'Fractal Cow' who

have provided us with the 'Bert is

Evil' homepage. Most of this page
is actually pretty dumb (Oh I see

Bert with Adolf Hitler and Jeffrey
Dahmer... they were pretty evil

weren't they?) but the 'Shoot me

up Elmo' and the Michael Jackson
piss-take deserve an honourable

mention. If you want to find the

site look up 'Bert is evil' on Alta

Vista, because I couldn't be

bothered writing out one of those

shitty internet addresses.
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Slack acts Tales of complete bastardry from the ranks of the great unwashed

Ahhhh
yes, the prank phone call

— have

you ever failed us? It may seem improb
able but one of the most successful prank
calls ever witnessed was made from the pay

phones outside what is now Impact Records

at about midnight in the middle of a large

Summer evening crowd of drunken piss

heads, spilling out from various nearby bars

and clubs.

The perpetrator was a guy named... well

let's call him 'Cookie'. The victim was one

of those loser friends. You know the ones,

you can stand the sight of their face but es

sentially, they're the 'genus strap-onus'. For

whatever reason people have these friends

—

they have cars and give people lifts be

cause they never drink, they have connec

tions in something you need and there just

tolerable enough to be nice to, they have a

pool or they have a spunky and cool sibling

who you wouldn't mind getting in the sack

— for whatever reason, everyone seems to

have them. They are usually people you went

to primary school with and now you've

grown-up a bit, find they are no longer amus

ing,
however you now go to high school with

them and have discovered that you can't get

rid of them. Whatever the case, it's in high

school that this story takes place.

Strictly speaking this story is not really

set in high school because school was 'out',

as they say in the films, for the last time and

we had all just turned 18. The combination

of no more school, night time warmth and

no further need for fake ID was a potent one.

We had spent the night getting shit-faced in

Zorro's, in the days when people with some

degree of conversational skill still used to

go there. Soon the discussion turned to the

subject of 'X victim's' (as he shall be known)

desire to get into medical school.

At this point I would like you to cast your

mind back and remember the tension that

accompanied the impending release of your

TER. At the time, there seemed little else of

major importance in either your life or those

of your contemporaries.

Thus it was decided the absolute best joke

that could be played on any loser whom one

might like to torture would be to ring them

up arid tell them their TER of 92 had been

just enough to get them into Medical School

at Newcastle University
—

a sufficiently ob

scure but believable institution.

It was soon easily decided 'Cookie' was

the obvious choice for the deed and thus

unfolded what could be the best prank call

of year 12.

'Herro! Herro!', yelled Cookie down the

phone, obviously deciding that for maxi

mum authenticity a dodgy Asian accent that

made Barry Morris' bomb threat look plau
sible should be adopted,. 'Herro I'm rooking

fo Meester X'.

'Yes that's me...' came the suspicious

voice from the other end of the phone.

'Ohhh good. Yes this is Swee Pung, the

Departmental seclataly for medicine at New

castle University. We just learised we made

a mistake. We got one more prace fo a medi

cine student in the faculty'

'Wait a minute... how do I know you're

not joking?' came the Inspector Clueso-like

response.

'Oh no, this is not a joke! We just lealised

that we made a mistake with our files. I'm

sorting thlough the papers rate tonight and

I lealised.' At this point it must be noted

that with people pissing themselves laugh

ing in the background and general noise of

a night out in Civic, there seemed no way

that anyone could ever fall for this crap
—

we were wrong.

'Mum! Mum! I got in! They made a mis

take! Mum I made it to Newcastle!' At this

point the call became seriously amusing
because we were now joined with the over

joyed cries of X's mother as she chimed in

with her congratulations and exclamations

of support.

You could almost hear the tears of joy as

they ran down his face. 'So what do I do?

Where do I go?'

'OK. Tomollow you go to the UAC office

in Canbella, first thin in the morning OK.

Then you come to Newcastle as soon as you

can
—

you should fry here, don't waste time

because you gotta enlol OK.' Perhaps at was

at this point that the background noise must

have started to tickle X's suspicion bone

because his Jessica Fletcher antennas

seemed to raise for just a second. 'So how

can I tell that you're telling the truth?'

'OK. Well you go to UAC office in the

morning and you see that I'm not rying OK.'

'OK, then I will. Thanks. Bye.'

The deal was done. X really did turn up

that morning to the UAC office and argued
with the woman behind the desk in disbe

lief as she told him she knew nothing of his

plight. Later X relayed to us in sincere detail

his shocking experience. 'I reckon it was so

and-so', he told us with a
glint

of revenge

in his eye. 'Yeah Probably was', we all qui
etly agreed.

— Anon
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THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY STUDENTS1 ASSOCIATION

ANNUAL ELECTIONS 1997

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

Nominations are hereby called for election to the following offices and positions within The Australian

National University Students' Association:

President of the Association

Education Officer of the Association

General Secretary of the Association

Social Officer of the Association

Treasurer of the Association

Twelve (12) General Representatives to the SRC

Two (2) Faculty Representative positions to the FRC from each Faculty of the

University
One (1) Editor of Woroni (who may be an individual or a group of individuals)

The successful candidates will serve for one year from 1 December 1997.

All ordinary members of the Association are eligible to nominate, second or be nominated for the

positions of President, Education Officer, General Secretary, Social Officer, Treasurer, Editor of

Woroni, and General Representative to the SRC. The candidate, nominator and seconder for a

position of Faculty Representative must all be enrolled in the relevant Faculty.

The period for lodgement of nominations will commence at 12.00 pm on Monday 18 August 1997 and
cease at 4.00 pm on Monday 1 September 1997.

All nominations should be placed in the locked ballot box provided in the office of the Assistant

Registrar (Council), between 9.30 am and 4.00 pm on any week day during the period in which
nominations are open. This office is located on the second floor of the Chancelry, Room 2.05. .'...-

All nomination forms must include the signature of the nominator, a seconder, and the nominee,

Nomination forms are available from the office of the Assistant Registrar (Council) and the Association.

Candidates in the election may indicate to the Returning Officer the group or team with which they are

running, or that they are running as an independent, which will then appear on the voting paper beside
their names.

Polling will be conducted between Tuesday 16 September 1997 and Friday 19 September 1997, at the

following locations:

? University Union

Tuesday, 16 September 1997

Wednesday, 17 September 1997

Thursday, 18 September 1997

Friday, 19 September 1997

?
Chifley Library
Wednesday, 17 September 1997

? ITA Coffee Shop Courtyard
Tuesday, 16 September 1997

R H Arthur
-

.

'

Registrar and Returning Officer

The Australian National University
8 August 1997

1.30 pm
- 6.30 pm

11.00 am -4.00 pm
11.00 am -4.00 pm
11.00 am -4.00 pm

4.30 pm -7.30 pm

1 1.00 anv- L00 pm
'
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Getting high in

the Andes
I

felt like Indiana Jones. The sun

had just risen over the

foresttopped peaks and sunlight fell

among the ruins of the ancient Inca

city of Macchu Picchu. We had just

spent four days climbing through
snow covered peaks, indigenous

villages and stunning cloud forest

to get there. This is South America.

It is hard to generalise about

South America because, like Aus

tralia, it is incredibly diverse, but

somehow even more so. For the

tourist, travelling around can be

difficult, frustrating, and confront

ing. I travelled through Ecuador,

Peru and Bolivia where there is a

large dose of indigenous cultures

and 'Third World' development

problems to add to the spectacle.

Determination, patience and toler

ance are required, and the rich ex

periences that can be had are well

worth the effort.

Most people go to South America

dreaming of seeing the Amazon,

but in the end it is the mountains

that usually get them. They got me.

The Andes are huge, magnificent,

racing to the sky, plastered to the

horizon and patch-worked with

fields of corn and snow. Sitting at

2500 metres above sea level, sur

rounded by cloud forest, Macchu

Picchu is considered the balmy trop

ics of the Andes.

Most of the major towns and cit

ies sit at around 3000 metres or

above and are dry and frigid at best.

The indigenous peoples of the An

des, predominately the Quechua,
are little and robust and for good
reason — tourists often suffer alti

tude sickness (which really, really

sucks).

Sitting amid the peaks it is easy

to see why the imagery of the

mountain has left a deep cultural

and psychological impact on the

peoples of the Andes. The moun

tain symbolises Mother Earth

(Pachamama), and the Virgin Mary

(after the Spanish conquistadors

gained influence) in the exotic and

ornate paintings of the colonial art

schools and it is still used by mod

ern South American painters to sig

nify the emotion and passion of

being Andean. It is difficult not to

be swept away by the mountains.

If you're into rock climbing, par

ticularly mountaineering, the An

des are the place to go. In Ecuador,

only a few hundred kilometres

away from the equator, there are

South America is a choose

your-own-adventure kind of

place that appeals to the

romantic and adventurous in

all of us.

numerous large, snowcapped vol

canoes begging to be climbed. They
rise to above 5000 metres above sea

level —

climbing them is a test of

endurance and stubborn will.

If it wasn't for the threat of an

avalanche, I would have completed

my climb (in the tradition of Scott

of the Antarctic) of the most beau

tiful of volcanoes in Ecuador —

Cotopaxi. It is a perfectly formed

volcano, dusted in glorious white

crunchy snow, and sitting under a

magical ceiling of a starry sky on

its eastern slopes, I could see for

miles over grassy plains to the next

group of mountains. It was the stuff

of addictions. The bum slide on the

way down was also heaps of fun.

South America will constantly

challenge your perceptions and ex

pectations. Come prepared for a

degree of inefficiency and disorder,

and you will find a fantastic, if

crowded, public transport system,

phone service and postal system.

Many people have a smattering of

English and most people are patient

enough with attempts at Spanish

and the ubiquitous phrasebook.

Then again, when things are go

ing well, some things don't. My hint

would be to avoid visiting the An

des in the wet season, or risk being

stranded in remote locations (as I

was) because the roads are impass
able. Travelling as a single woman

also created some sticky situations
— 'where's your boyfriend? Aah,

you don't have one? Hello! My
name is Javier'. Remember the

scene in Romeo and Juliet when

Tybalt, sexy as all hell, saunters

across the screen to the rhythm of

a lazy techno beat? Well, welcome

to what South American men think

they look like. The reality is some

what closer to the cliche: they are

sexist and machismo and maintain

a joint collection of tits and arse

blonde beer ads and paintings of

Virgin Mary. They will hassle you

out and if I was blonde I would se

riously consider not travelling

alone. It was with great joy that I

learnt to say 'fuck off in Spanish.

But they are
rarely dangerous (there

is even the odd nice one), and the

men mostly treat you like the freak

show from the West, which of

course you usually are.

South America is a chooseyour
own-adventure kind of place that

appeals to the romantic and adven

turous in all of us. It doesn't disap

point.
— Hannah Parris

(above) Andean foothills that capture the soul and the imagination
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Revenge of

the Jidohanbaiki ^

One
of the things that struck me about Japan when I first. v

arrived was the number of vending machines ,here. '.- \ -.-'-'
-??

.

Jidohanbaiki, literally 'automatic selling machines' are everywhere. -

But it was not only the sheer number of vending machines .that

surprised me,. but also the range of goods that' they, sell;' There are
a.'/

lot more things sold here than just'.the cigarettes and junk food ['„''.

. snacks that are sold in' Australia. In Japan' you can buy almost . -'

anything from ice cream to films' and disposable cameras. When I ,.''-

.

was going for a-.walk around rriy neighbourhood.! came across a

machine that-sold, of-all things, pantyhose. It was. on a street - -

'

_?:

,

.corner in:a;rather.out-ofTthe-way- area. It must be comforting- to -'. '?' -

,

.:

.know that if one 'ever gets a; run .in bhe's.hose, that there arev
'

'

'-'

always replacements. available. - :
, -.,'[;.?'

'.
...

?'? .
.

-.'.-
?'.

?

-'

/;.:Eveh;Japan's-.fr^
1

.onslaught of the\v'etio^

: m'ost- prevalent!^
niachines,linfed;.iip';iTi ^.'a--ro\vl,'.There 'is.'a ramojir-'th'at ;'th'ere is

{eyeri .V;:^. ',

: one|at tiiejop of -Hirosh'm^

to-go to\,an ancient temple:^
symbbl;of.tlie' twentieth; ceri^

?. ar'ch'itecture/garden/Histof ^y;.of 'avtejnh'ple. when :you turn the-n.ext-; .' .;:

'-

-

-

coMer/^d are-jolted back/tb reality

-uriimstakabie sigh| oi ^jiddkdhbaiki^^ '-?: yfz; ,??} f^'t^c^}^'-^
. Other'things;.that :can be. purchased 'fronvyehdifig'm

! Japan include:; fresh-flowers,' 'h'^bi^^fmag^hjes^ini^v' V--
'

t ::'l,
'-'

noodles, CDs, pornographic 'items, batteries
^;andr3anisH^rj^trie's;.'I

'J.v
;?.

-

liaye eyen:hear^d'fep6rts(of a

Mr Tanaka1 arrives .'at the-. office, Rafter;
a; night' put^drjrMng-witii' .hisVJW^

'

.colleagues .r-^ he's not -in the/Best. 6^
\amiss; h' eU^

'

bn'a;futQn ?ome%here:j But', ho , ;doh$ pariic,-:rie/ can' just'^oprdoWr/ ,iV ''-[-

'-to the tie; vending m^pnn.e/an^^
--';The humble yenitMng-rnacnineBs being used.siptitjr/ese 'days byiCV \;\

cafeterias A Custom^

-

, plastic' models on display^ theii- '^mc)\ksQ^ii0eiki6mla. yeri$ing-f£ '%f:\

..machine/ Tljislre^

.. fob ;tlie
'

customers'Jsj that they/don't 'hayej to; juggle ['ail tray- oMobpLj/'^i
'-

''

andjheir4ooselchange'';a
'

.whole process' rather imperspnaliv:,^^ '^xy^^-'i/'-^Z/^r^r :i':'l'-V \

-- VendirW machines :bften- come'^o.'the :f e'scue ;thougnl;lt is'^uite'-V. -t: *'-

''

commpnjin; Japanese/pubKc;toilets.to have no, toOet^paperror. paper -3 .

tiowel/dryersjtpydry ^^ - \: '-\ '~h ) -i;^yt_ ;-

'

\
'uncomf or table;

'

situaUonffor those
; peppie ! who; toVget; theiivpocket J-i&l

'tissues^Th'ahlc'godLjustbutside^

'statiori;ds;ia^endirigmachitie?tna^^ .

':i,:'Byifar-;one,.df'th'e''b'est;thirigs.that:'can;;b'e'purchased,ffo'm^^^

;rnacffi^:;n&e';n^Jap^n;'is2be^;^^
?' aicohbl 'available, frbnva .machme.'-rf he'ready-availabiiitycbf alcbribr V h

i{mightseem;;toiencourage underage drmking,%butmo^
^youth'^iThder twenty 'would

'

not drearh'of- itV,Tlie 'yerrding^ jmacliine is ;

!|,j

'^'tne^qui'yialent
to a; discount liquor 'stprer'at';hpme.;fe

'!, are ?exorbitantly priced so it is wise tb^have^a'fewMnrikslDefbr^;'''.;'?^

going out, and this is where' the jidq/i^faaifeVcpmes,
in

handy^jOir;;::^:^

i
the way to the train station you can. stop. ()ff ,ai^one _of:.the'many^4^^l

vending machines along the way and have{afdrjni ^pr.two/^r^u.^;^*
?;

can even do a 'vending machine crawl'. Therie' is ^however. ;a;Ca(jtctf^to3^-.t

this seemingly heavenly scenario, the ;machiriesv are-|o^^mEj^ou|^|^
;-

:11pm, which is strange, because1 that; is»jus,^^

?Cmbst people are looking 'for a
be'ef^^^)^;^!^'!^?'*^

'V^Vbuiearri after s^n^DR^^s^^-6^^4^M^^^i^^^^i'^^
.??many questions that seexmngLy^hayemo^aifiwers^thi&GOuntt^^^;'?
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o Hot in the city
Sushi

for breakfast — it's the ob

vious way to enjoy this small

corner eatery in the City Markets,

where the sushi is made fresh with

raw fish each morning. And that's

where we found ourselves, wiping
the sleep from our eyes and enjoy

ing the legendary friendly welcome

(the owner Margaret's 'Hello! How

are you?') and
,

service.

Sushi and miso

soup is a great way

to begin the day. As

for the rest of the

menu at Sizzle City,

any time of the day

appears to be a

good one for udon

noodle soup, which

at only $5.50 is a

triumph of low cost cuisine, and fills

the average stomach for several

hours.

Udon is available in both vegetar
ian and seafood forms. Also good
value is a

large serving of fried mung

bean noodles and vegetables
($3.80), whose warm gelatinous tex

tures are a treat, and the very salty

but nutritious miso soup with sea

weed and tofu pieces ($1.50, or $1

with every bento). 'Bento' boxes are

the containers typical of Japanese

take-away cuisine.

Fast take-away food is what Siz

zle City is all about, providing qual
ity low-cost meals for people on the

run, at work, or looking to laze

lunch away in nearby Glebe Park.

Yakitori, tasty marinated chicken

on a stick at $1.50 apiece, and $1

for the beef version, are excellent

eating and value.

Sushi, too, is ex

tremely good
value, being equal
or superior to any

in Dickson but

half the price
($6.80 for the

most expensive).

If you want to

try a bit of every

thing, there is a

choice of two combination pack
ages, combining tempura (deep
fried potato and other vegies in egg ?

and flour batter), mung bean noo

dles, sushi (including those groovy

rice-balls wrapped in a tofu hood),

egg thingies, and other goodies.

Customers can experience the

combination of a Japanese subway

strictly-standing-room-only udon

bar (here with benches added), and

a Champs Elysee-style metropolitan

vista out onto Bunda Street from the

indoor eating area. I

We like to sit inside; although f

seating is limited, it renders an at-
f

mosphere that is decidedly 'else- !

where'; being busy, noisy, and \

aromatically humid. The kitchen is I

open to your gaze, so you can see
\

most of what is prepared; service is
j

extremely efficient and effusive. I

Margaret's establishment has done
\

well in its two and a half years, and

she is about to open a second big-
^

ger Sizzle City in that huge new

building in Garema Place, next to
\

Impact Records. |

The ingredients? Raw salmon and
\

tuna from Fyshwick, and dry stuff ?

from Sydney's Tokyo Mart, prepared ;

in a predominantly Korean style as [

typical Japanese and Korean fast I

food dishes. I

Also provided is that potent \

wasabi paste, which the brave can \

lash .across, whatevex Jakes Jheir \

fancy — although recommended use ?

is with caution. Green tea is simply j

made from a tea bag and served in
j

polystyrene cups, but this evidently I

is part of what makes the Sizzling ]

Service so damn quick. And cheap. \

Sizzle City well deserves its regular \

clientele.
|

?

— Bryan Rochelle & Debbie
j

Hodgson
\

Customers can

experience the

combination of a

Japanese subway

strictlystandingroom

only udon bar and a

Champs Elysee-style

metropolitan vista out

onto Bunda Street

&**w
^f^^f^f

******

(above) Sizzle City: don't be put off by the photos of plastic

food out the front

Sizzle City
Address: City Markets (entrance on Bunda St)

Phone: 248 5399

Opening Hours:

Mon-Thurs, Sat & Sun: 9.30-5.30pm

Friday: 9.30am-9pm
Average Price for a meal:

$5-$7

LlFESTlf IE §rey skies out of my way
*

you make the sun shine brighter than Doris Day ? turnec
.4%*,. fMJ.

campus look

[?]
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Brewing up a

storm with Greg

Making
beer at home may seem to many to

be an impossible dream; a gentle art

?restricted to the select few. But Woroni is committed

I to breaking down the barriers that stand between

?; you and your dreams. We prevailed upon 'Greg' to

Dart with his verv own fverv secret') reciDe.

Equipment:
— A large plastic bucket (Greg's holds '20 litres)

with an airtight lid'
'

-

— Bottles

Ingredients:

The ingredients for homebrewed beer could

continue down the page ad. infinitum, but the basic
?

staples are:

— water

— malted barley (that you can buy prepackaged
from supermarkets or specialty shops),

— sugar ,

.

-

.
,

— brewer's yeast.

Here's How:

1. Put the sticky malted barley liquid in your bucket

and fill it with water and sugar (you can substitute

any glucose product for sugar eg: honey')/

The basic ratio is around 20 litres of water to 2.5
J

kg of malted barley to 1 kg of sugar.

2. It is at this stage that you would add any

variations, bearing in mind that there is a huge

variety of malted barleys available which will

change the character of the beer you make.

'

Greg is very, good at creating new varieties of beer \

to accompany different types of cuisine. [

For example, his coriander and lime beer goes I

wonderfully with Thai; and his ginger beer is a
j

refreshing' summer's day thirst quencher.
' -

I

It is possible to experiment with flavours and herbs I

etc. -

j

3. Sprinkle the water/sugar /barley mixture with I

brewer's yeast which will ferment the mixture. It
j

needs to be kept at a constant temperature between !

21-27 degrees Celsius. ? '

j

Greg keeps his in a bathroom.
jj

4. Put the lid on the mixture and make sure it is I

airtight. \

5. Let it ferment for around a week. \

6. Once it has fermented, you can bottle it. For
j

carbonated beer, put a little sugar in each bottle. I

Leave it for a couple of weeks and enjoy.
'

.

l

The limits to homebrew are where your imagination \

ends -r- but as Greg says, your homebrew as only as
;

good as your cooking. Go forth and create. -
j

(above) You can hold a homebrew party in your
own backyard
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Working for peanuts
Amanda

Vanstone recently told us that any student

would be foolish to turn down a job at McDonalds. In

contrast, the ANU has regulations governing how many

hours a student can work for pay while retaining full-time

enrolment — a relic from past days when education was

considered a full-time occupation itself. The reality remains

that most students are forced to work as it becomes more

difficult to qualify for independent Austudy, pay the rent,

and keep up with the rising costs of reading bricks, lab

charges and the odd up-front fee.

It is tricky, though, to negotiate the Catch 22 of student

survival: while we need to earn to live, if we earn too much

it rebounds to offset the amount of Austudy we can get, or

rent assistance we can claim. The HECS repayment thresh

old has fallen,' so students with poorly paying jobs are be

ing caught by the tax net much more quickly. The alterna

tive for many is to accept cash-in-hand employment, with

the advantage of keeping the tax department and social

security offices in the dark.

'Unofficial' jobs aren't that rare, especially as students

tend to find work in the retail and hospitality industries.

But there is a trade-off involved: the employers are evading
tax and accountability by offering cash-in-hand, while pos

sibly paying less than the award rate. Employees gain an

unrecorded income, but give up the protection that awards

can offer, as well as membership of the relevant union.

V
?

-

? ; ?

How significant is this? After all, an important underpin

ning of the new Workplace Relations Act (WRA) is the

weakening of union influence, with an emphasis on indi

vidualised agreements and certified agreements that oper

ate independently of union participation. The Act is ridden

with the affirmation of the. right not to join a union, with

closed shop arrangements removed and unions' rights of

entry into workplaces sharply limited. In practice, it is much

more difficult for unions to legally intervene as 'interested

parties' to disputes, as unions are often required to have at

least one of their members employed in the workplace that

concerns them, before they can represent the employees'
interests there. With bosses discouraging their workers'

recourse to the unions, some workers fear discrimination if

they are named as the one who invited the union delegate

inside. Workers without a history of collective organisation

are more likely to trade off union-won benefits in the frame

work of individual contracts, and are encouraged to do so.

However, even though individual contracts are on the

rise, awards remain the benchmark for Australian Workplace

Agreements (which are negotiated between employers and

employees according to the WRA). That is, a Workplace

Agreement, in order to be approved by the Industrial Rela

tions Commission, has be compared with the award that

would otherwise apply. If there is no overall disadvantage
to the workers, or if the disadvantage doesn't contravene

the public interest, the agreement will get the go-ahead.
But what defines the public interest?

Here's the catch. If the reduction of basic award benefits

are 'necessary as part of a strategy for addressing a short

term business crisis', then 'public interest' may dictate that

workers tighten their belts quite significantly.
But when

frugality is sometimes only rewarded with redunancy, in

the case of BHP Newcastle's steelworks, it is a bitter pill to

swallow. The idea of the whole community benefiting from
the sacrifices made by workers in economically hard times

seems a bit of a farce, resulting not in increased pay or

more jobs, but 'flexibility' for employers to guarantee con

tinued profit.

Unions are being sidelined by the law, and given that the

retail and hospitality unions aren't the most militant or

well-organised, who can be surprised if students take the

deals they can get? It is important to remember, though,
that just because you're not on the books doesn't mean

you're' not an employee by law. In the same way that de

facto couples gain legal benefits of marriage, the reality of

the work you do for someone creates an employment rela

tionship recognised by the courts. So if something goes

wrong on the job, such as unfair dismissal or injury, your

employer's conduct is still subject to the scrutiny of the

law. How far it will protect you, though, is another story.
— Lana Nadj
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Basic black:

putting pens to the test

Being
an anally retentive bunch

of guys, we decided to road test

the black pen. So we trekked our

way to Belco newsagents and here

is what we found.

Staedtler Stick

A traditional favourite for budget
conscious students. The manufac

turers of this fine pen, assume a cer

tain level of expertise and dexterity

in foregoing grip assistance and user

instructions. This pen has been

shown to be a nightmare for chronic

chewers. The unyielding plastic lid

sports a drainage hole at its tip, guar

anteed to result in embarrassing sa

liva seepage throughout the pen

body. It's design is understated and

minimalist, but what is lacking in

aesthetics is surely Compensated for

by an exotic brand name.

Bic die

Designers at the Bic Institute have

shied away from the showmanship
and novelty that has characterised

the latest in pen technology. The

'clic', through the clever marketing

ploy embodied in the naming of this

model, may have much to do with

its mass appeal.

This pen is far from being chewer

friendly, with the clic apparatus

highly susceptible to damage, thus

rendering the implement useless.

Pentel K 1 06 Hybrid roller

A combination of ballpoint and roll

ing writer, which is waterproof, fade

resistant and available in 10 excit

ing colours! Performance was quite

impressive, but fine superior qual
ity and middle range price tag is not

reflected in its styling, which is remi

niscent of your standard Bic. The

exceptions are the hemispherical

stopper, which provides a challenge
to the most seasoned sucker (you

just know that you can get it out

somehow), and the cushioned pen

tip protection system located in the

lid. Highly recommended.

Pilot BPS-GP

With a name like a brand of aircraft

fuel, this pen appeals to the revhead

in all of us. Factory rubber grip pro

vides the ultimate in handling and

control. This operates in conjunction

with the unique tungsten carbide tip

to ensure that this pen is a no
slip,

non stick wonder. With all these fea

tures, it's easy to understand why
the designers didn't bother to make

it look any good. Included in the

package is a care label to maximise

fuel efficiency and tip longevity. On

the downside, it writes like shit.

Artline Ergoline
This pen heralds a new era of pen

usage, being styled without refer

ence to current notions of aesthet

ics and efficiency. Ergonomic it may

claim to be, but it fails to enhance

one's writing experience in any

manner. Its extra wide body design

may be ideal for the dexterously

handicapped among us, but in the

final analysis, despite attempts to

streamline the faux pewter exterior,

it strikes me as the Volvo of writing

tools.

Uniball Eye Micro

The deluxe model, purporting to be

worth 9 Staedtlers. To really impress

fellow students, leave the price tag

on. It's appearance is a little over

stated with the predictable grey/sil
ver colour scheme and a number of

superfluous gauge-like markings.
However some concessions to good

taste have 4Btt&^F
been incorpo- ^^^^&ja^
rated, and 408Eir^
the pen's ^^^^r
performance '

was excellent,
*

making it fit to be more than an or

namental piece in anyone's collec

tion.

—Molly Selda & Polly Gragon

(left) pens
— the

pocket sized phallic

symbol

Staedtler Stick i
„

'*?
-

$0,45 '',
' For the budget buyer — beware saliva seepage B

''- „ Rental K 1 06 Hybrid $2. 15
a

, -
^

, A strange hybrid creation but of sturdy stock 8

»
Artline Ergoline $2.95

A

It's ergonomic... and does little of value I

fcpniball Eye Micro $4.40 Fit for the mantlepiece
' I

i bright spark into a flame ?

my beats per minute never been the same ''cause you* re my lady,
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Are you one of those people who reads the end of a book before the beginning? Well, the net has now made it possible to ruin movies in the same way, \
through the creation of a number of net sites that scoop the big movie news, and tell you what's hot and what's not before the movie's on the streets.

The Big Faceless Corporations are going head to head with thousands of movie geeks, battling over scoops on forthcoming blockbusters like Titanic,

Contact and Superman Reborn. Intrepid Woroni reporter Robin Shortt hacked his way into the seedy underworld of entertainment to get hold of movie .

A geek leader Harry Knowles, and talk movies, money, and freedom of speech. J

(?t Free Speech on the Net' (tm) has again become an issue with Communications Minister

Richard Alston's recent commitment to censoring Internet service providers. Alston

cited pornography as his main concern; other issues that have gained attention include the

proliferation of much Web-based right wing white supremacist literature.

But one issue which has escaped widespread attention doesn't have to do with Internet

Nazis havingsex with animals (which is a
pity, because it would have made this article a lot

more fun to research). It's the phenomenon of 'scooping' test screenings of movies.

Large movie studios have for a long time been using the 'test screening' to determine the

final cut of a film. A movie is shown to an 'average' audience, often lured directly off the

street. The audience's reaction to the film and their suggestions as to how it can be changed
may then be adopted when it is finally released. Movies altered in this way are as diverse as

The Long Kiss Goodnight, Fatal Attraction and Cronenberg's The Fly.

Up until even a few years ago, these screenings and their results were kept relatively

secret. Now, however, the Internet provides a way for information about screenings to be

available worldwide. This has led to the setting up of several WWW sites that collect and

present these scoops, not to mention updates on movies in production from 'spies' on the

sets and even the availability of screenplays (such as those for Alien: Resurrection, and

Starship Troopers) before the movies in question are even released.

One such site is Ain't It Cool News, run by Texas-based journalist Harry Knowles. Those

who are unlucky enough to be up at 8am on weekdays may have heard Knowles on the

'AM' program on Radio National recently, talking about (wouldn't you know) Free Speech
on the Net. Knowles1 website has attracted all sorts of attention, with pieces on it appearing
in everything from People to GQ ('I am about as far removed from GQ as a human can be',

says Knowles, who you can picture as a more pleasant version of the proprietor of the

'Android's Dungeon' from The Simpsons). Quentin Tarantino refers to him as 'the Wolf

Blitzer of the Internet'. More or less daily, Knowles presents news gleaned from hundreds

of (often anonymous) sources. However, he's not some rumour monger posting everything

he's told:

'Reliable sources continue, the false sources last only a couple of reports before they are

found out. Now I have hundreds of spies. I do have a database of who provided what, when

and did it come true. This helps me to establish truth from fiction. Also I tend to have an

awful large amount of scripts, which help me to give these sources some tests of truth. If

they pass, they become reliable spies, if not they don't get another shot.'

Scooping Superman Reborn and the Coen Brothers' The Big Lebowski is unlikely to at

tract the wrath of Richard Alston and Fred Nile. However, Knowles has come to the atten

tion of several Big Faceless Corporations (well known for their enthusiasm for freedom of

'I'm your fool ? it
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a Ices me crazy when you act so cruel ? come on, baby* let's not fight.*' we'll go dancing,

speech; witness the behaviour of the tobacco concerns and the 'McLibel' trial). Notable

among these is the Warner. Brothers movie studio. WB and director Joel 'Shitmaker'

Schumacher targeted Knowles when he reported that early test screenings indicated Bat

man and Robin was pretty dire. Schumacher claimed the reports were not giving his film a

fair shot at the box. office (presumably reasoning' that if people knew it was fucking awful,

they wouldn't: see it. No shit.) He even went so far as to blame 'an unpoliced Internet' for

the reports, which is probably a fair indicator of his commitment to freedom of speech.

More recently/Erctertammercl Tonight presented a story about 'Net rumour mongering',
which included a glimpse of Knowles' site (the story was actually about stars' private lives,

which Knb'wles does not delve into but ET is known for butting in on). Coincidentally,

Warner Brothers gave ET an exclusive interview with Arnold Schwarzenegger the very

same episode...

Is Schumacher right in his claim that Knowles has a vendetta against him? Does Knowles

have a responsibility to the studios in not fucking up their films' making money? 'I have a

responsibility to the truth, as do all true news reporters,' he says. 'Because I operate in the

entertaiririient industry this does not give. me the right to lie to my audience or keep them in

the dark. Thus far this summer the people I cite for reviews have been right about 90% of

the time. One nut can't sink the film. If the film is good, it will find an audience. Also, I

report the pros and cons, then in my own reviews, I give the final version according to me

personally.' ,
?

He also points. out that 'I've provided advance looks at some 30 different features, and it

seems as long as the word is
positive, they love me.

Films for which 'the word is positive', include John

Woo's action epic Face/Off, James Cameron's $250mil

lion-plus Titanic and the movie based on Todd ?

MacFarlane's Spawn comic book. Ain't It Cool News

focuses on reports from science fiction, horror and ac

tion movies, though this does not reflect any prejudice

of Knowles: 'I love all film. All genres. The reason I

seem to focus on those genres is because they tend to

have large budgets, casts and crews. Which means more

mouths that can talk.' Knowles himself has an

encyclopediac knowledge of movies, from Shinya
Tsukamoto's sex/death masterpiece Tetsuo: The Iron

Man to It's a Wonderful Life (Ain't it Cool News sus

pended operations for a day when Knowles posted trib

utes to the recently-deceased Robert Mitchum and James Stewart).

Barring being shut down by Warner Brothers thugs, Knowles' operation is only going to

get bigger. A recent tip on a test screening of Titanic in the Minneapolis/ St Paul area posted

on his website mobilized a small army of 250 'geeks' covering all the cinemas in the area

(25 made it in, and reviews were on the website the next day). Knowles points out that his

site, with an audience of '125,000 a month' is potentially great word-of-mouth for smaller

films, whose crews he says 'should be talking to me'.

The big question now concerns the prequels for Star Wars, currently in production. Will

the ultrasecretive George Lucas (who kept the ending of The Empire Strikes Back secret to

the extent of having the actor playing Darth Vader say 'Obi-Wan Kenobi is your father' to

Mark Hamill on the set and only dubbing in the right line at the last minute) manage to

? '-keep them secret from all the geeks on the Net, particularly Knowles himself?

'I have to pick me in a contest between me and George Lucas. However, 1 will not allow

the films to be spoiled for all the fans. There is a greater responsibility to the fans' desire for

continued mystery. I have major news and images from the Prequels. You will not see these

appear on the site or anywhere else, because I realise what sort of damage they would

cause. Of course this is just my opinion. George should win, but my network is awfully

Reliable sources continue, the false sources

last only a couple of reports before they are

found out. Now I have hundreds of spies. I do

have a database of who provided what, when

and did it come true. This helps me to

establish truth from fiction. Also I tend to

have an awful large amount of scripts, which

help me to give these sources some tests of

truth. If they pass, they become reliable spies,

if not they don't get another shot.

Sites oE interest

Ain't It Cool News (www.aint-it-cool-news.com/

coolnews.html) is updated more or less daily. It

includes news on movies in production and test

screenings, and will be one of the first to post a

given piece of news. The AP of the Net.

Coming Attractions (www.corona.bc.ca/films/

alpha.html) is more like a newspaper archive; as

Knowles puts it, 'The largest difference is 'they are

organized.'' News is indexed by-film title and

covers a wider range of films than Knowles; the

drawbacks are that Kndwlesgets the news first and

CA postany news they' receive, reliable or not

(although all doubtful reports are noted as such).
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Brown Album

Primus

Interscope records

Primus
is the type of band that can make

one person laugh hysterically, and an

;

other cry out in disgust. It can make one

bass player jump on his bass in frustration,

;

and another drop his jaw in awe. On this

\ album, the bass playing is as dumbfound

; ing as ever, and Larry's guitar is weird as

\ always. This combination makes good
;

Primus. soup, far better than the stuff they

-

?'

,

served us on their last album.

'-

\

As far as comparison goes, I personally
; cannot pass up Sailing the Seas of Cheese as

;

Primus' best, although this album comes

:

close. Les and his new found drummer,.
'Brain' (who unfortunately isn't as good as

their former drummer Herb Alexander),

have combined talents to create an album

with richer rhythms than any before. In this

sense, Pork Soda is the closest comparison.
Both these albums make me feel like farmer

Joe at a bush-dance: I feel like stomping my

boots and shaking VB bottle tops on a stick.

This album is a trek into the bizarre. You

can witness the return of Sathington

Willoughby, go to the camelback cinema and

watch Bondy's latest Golden Boy, take Arnie

to Bob's Party Time Lounge, and afterwards

you can go home and shake hands with beef.

— Jum

[?]

The Mollusk

Ween
?

Electr

My
corrections of some commonly held

misconceptions about Ween:

1. Ween were not one hit wonders (re

member 'Push the Li'l Daisies'). Instead

they possess much sought after cult status.

2. Dean and Gene Ween are not really

brothers (and that's not even their real

names!).

For The Motlu.sk,

Dean and Gene

y,
. Ween had a

iki pian- Go

io,^^m a coastal

llijlg town in

wSbS winter

W8^ and make

P^ a record.

(above): Yazz in; ^88
;;;^; ::he r-j bte^c^p;ib L-5

rici((e;|||S

hair confused ''Vca^pi^^^^M^i^^^^^Qi

They started in September of 1995 by rent

ing a beach front property on Long Beach

Island (New Jersey) and sitting beside the

sea with a guitar and a tape recorder writing

nautical ballads. The coastal location caused

the ficticious Ween brothers more than a few

problems. Like a scene out of Withnail and

I, the lack of heating meant that Dean and

Gene were relying on a combination of their

gear, an open oven door and a lot of alcohol

to keep themselves warm. They decided to

take a break and went to Nashville to record

12 Golden Country Greats — a top album for

anyone into a bit of twang. On their return,

the locks had been changed, the pipes had

burst (so flooding the house), and they were

in the middle of a blizzard. They found a

new studio, only to be forced out by noise

complaints from Hare Krishnas.

The final result was well worth the effort.

Anyone who liked 'Push the Li'l Daisies'

will be impressed all over again. The voice

effects are back, and the subject matter is

still just as abstract, although with a defi

nite nautical twist. The tracks range from

pub tunes like 'The Blarney Stone' to the

play schoolesque 'I'm Dancing In The Show

Tonight'. People who thrive on quirky and

kitsch will probably like this album for all

the wrong reasons. But if you find yourself

in Bateman's Bay in July, then this could

definitely cheer you up.
— Steve Arnison

Transmission

The Tea Party
Polygram

Transmission
is not the Tea Party's best.

Winter Solstice admittedly, is almost im

possible to top, but as long as the Tea Party

are
trying, the albums are probably worth

the money. The Tea Party are one of few con

temporary bands that feature acoustic gui
tar as a fill in intros ans solos; it fits beauti

fully and gives the band a very intense

sound. As they are only a three piece, the

diversity of music produced, particularly

from the acoustic guitar, is very impressive.

The current single, 'Temptation' (which
has been shortened for radio) appears in full

as the opening track. It is strong, and one of

the more memorable tracks on the album.

There are still a couple of nice warm and

fuzzy ballads for the Bon Jovi fans, includ

ing 'Release'. Like Winter Solstice, many

tracks crescendo from the humble begin

nings of a love song into something more

agitated. This is not unique to The Tea Party,

but they do it very well.

Fans will be pleased to know that The Tea

Party retain their badder-than-thou attitude

throughout this album; they have the rock

star mentality and they are sticking to it. I

believe they are also competing for the Dylan

MacKay award for the world's smallest fa

cial hair. This aside, TYansmission is actu

ally
a very good album, crisp and precise,

? '''-'' ?
'
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their talent as performers cannot be ques- j

tioned.
\

— Nick Shaw ;

Random

Various

Shock Records

Before
this review actually gains momen

turn, I think it fair to warn you that Ran

dom is a tribute to Gary Newman. Whilst it

is a very good album, it is still a tribute al

bum — an album genre notorious for of

fending purist fans and allowing bands with

small (or medium) followings to rub shoul

ders with one or two A-list recording artists

whilst riding the coat-tails of someone who

had more musical influence then they. Un- ;

fortunately, what seems like the perfect op

portunity to reinterpret and rebuild already
\

*

great songs often degrades into dull covers \

with little or no imagination — remember
: ]

the Hendrix tribute album?

. Thankfully, one thing the Random album I

isn't missing is imagination. Gary Numan's
,}

songs of paranoia and the blending of man
;

and machine lend themselves well to the \ 1

industrial/ electronica bands found here I t

(such as Towering Inferno's exellent Metal) , ; I

and even the anomalies (for example Matt
\

%

Sharp, Damon Albarn with 'we have a tech- ;
'',

nical') handle themselves with great \ {

aplomb. A quick rundown of some of the
]

other artists show the true heart of the al-
j

;

bum though — St Etienne (with an incred-
; \

ible version of 'stromtrooper in drag'), Grav- i

ity Kills, EMF, The Orb, PWEI (Yay!), even i
I

Republica put in a decent turn — and these : 8

are just some of the more recognisable \ ',

names. Indeed, one of the album's strong ; -I

points is the sheer number of tracks (26 '',

spread over two, hour long disks), guaran- :

teeing that at least several tracks catch your i ;

ear, allowing the listener to become more :

comfortable with some of the less accessi- ?

ble tracks. :

Obviously, this is an album for those more
!

inclined to samples, drum loops, and noise -

with their aural intake — which just means
j

that you should turn the bass and volume
|

UP. : I

— Daniel Hadson ? l

? ???

Beyond the turntable

DJ Beats 2
?

Sony

(-1 The voyage continues into the next gen

eration; 15 DJ's have been chosen to fol

low in the footsteps of their predecessors
on DJ Beats 1

'

So reads the inside cover of DJ Beats 2,

and that could summarize the CD, though
I'll add a little more. The CD is a compila
tion of some great DJs doing the things that

they do over 12 tracks. You may have heard
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it

some of these hammering tracks on the

dance floor, but for those not so familiar with

this music (where have you been for the last

10 years?) this would be a great introduc

tion; from funky house to slamming techno,

you will recieve a wide range of variation.

For those in the know; the CD include mixes

by such DJs as Ken Jensen (some of you

older ravers may remember him from The

Base); Nik Fish (This is a good indication of

what to expect from him in the future);

Peewee Ferris (One of the best DJs in Aus

tralia, matched up against Darren Briais);

and a pumping number from Brisbane's JEN

E with a track called 'Close Encounters'

(Believe me, this one goes off).

To round off, this is a good CD with some

of Australia's premier DJs letting it all go for

77 groovy minutes. Go buy it, you know you

want to.

— Daniel Hadson

on I ike a y o-yo
? wake'm e up^befpre you g o-go

? 1 d o n 9,t want to mlssit when you hit that Ji'tgh ?

The Natural Life
~'

Yazz

Warner Bros

The
new album by Yazz, The Natural Life,

is a smooth bit of electro-reggae that,

whilst dated and over produced, still has

enough complexity to stop just short of be.

ing a 'UB40 do the greatest hits of the Casio

keyboard' effort. This album is in pretty safe

territory from the chick that burnt herself

into the subconscious of most people who

were growing up in the late eighties with

the double hits of 'Stand up for Your Love

Rights' and the pop-perfect 'The Only Way
is Up'. With those two hits Yazz looked like

becoming the new, slightly brindled Kylie. I

must admit that it was a shock whenT found

out at the age of 14 that the blonde, shaved

head Yazz was actually black, but it all

makes perfect sense now. though because

in The Natural Life Yazz seems to. be mak

ing a definite attempt to self-consciously re

affirm her black identity. For instance there

is no 'thankyou list' on this album; that tra

dition has instead been replaced with a

'much RESPECT.' credit (her capitalisation).

And where has her trademark haircut gone?

Replaced, I'm sorry to say by a dodgy pseudo
afro.

Anyway, as self-conscious and amusing
as all this 'yo brother' stuff is, there are

some highlights of white reggae pop to be

found here. 'Never Can Say Goodbye' is

reasonably pacey and the first three tracks

are showcases for Yazz's honey-sweet voice.

Her cover of Bob Marley's 'I'm Still Wait

ing' is good, but the most inventive use of

beats and newer electronic sounds is to be

found on 'Love Don't Live Here Anymore'
— probably the album's highlight. Other

wise this album treads rather familiar terri

tory, which is a shame because Yazz did once

have my genuine respect as a performer, and

an innovative hair stylist.
— Brendan Shanahan
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Falling leaves

Adeline Yen Mah

Penguin
$16.95

Usually
preferring a good piece of fie

tion to a biography, I opened Falling

Leaves half expecting to be disappointed. A

friend had recommended it to me, and actu

ally lent me the book because she insisted I

would love it. My skepticism proved totally

unfounded, and my friend absolutely right
—

Falling Leaves is a memorable book.

Adeline Yen Mah tells her own story in a

sincere, unpretentious and endearing fash

ion. Her simple, honest
style combined with

the inherently interesting story of a girl in a

family and a society where males were bla

tantly favoured, together create a fascinat

ing and unusual tale.

Adeline, the youngest of five children and

the least adored by her parents or siblings,

tells the story of her struggle to make some

thing of herself against all odds. Her inabil

ity to comprehend such qualities as malice

and jealousy in others wins the immediate

sympathy and liking
of the reader. Through

out the traumas of long years under the

thumb of a predatory and literally evil step
mother, Adeline is supported only, by a few

friends and relatives on the way. The touch-:
_

ing tale of her intimacy with her, kind aunt

is a highlight of Adeline's life, and conse

quently, of the story. Without anger, spite

or blame, Adeline brings the reader into a

world where life is tough and competitive

for all, but for women who desire to live an

intellectual or professional life, almost im

possible. She weaves into her story many

admirable people who have touched her life,

including her dignified and successful

Grandmother, her sympathetic and kind

hearted aunt, and her loving Grandfather,

who is bewildered by the massive changes
that created, over, a short period of time, the

bustling, competitive phenomenon that is

Hong Kong. Adeline contrasts these charac

ters with those of her weak and easily led

father, her idle, jealous older sister, her lazy,

mean-spirited brothers, and most particu

larly, her vain and malicious stepmother,

whose will comes to dominate all of their

lives. Adeline's story is one of bewilderment

at never being able to understand why she

was so hated by her step-mother, and there

fore by the rest of her weak-willed family.

She spends her years, her ambitions and her

dreams building a self to impress them, but

to the end they remain dissatisfied with her

as a daughter, sister and person.

Unloved by her own family, Adeline's life

is a struggle. It is only her faith in her self,

and the unfailing support of a few precious

loved ones, that lets her remain a person

unembittered by the harsh trials of her youth
and early adulthood.

May's tale is touchingly told, and I would

recommed it to anyone, it the most genu

ine, unaffected story I have read for a long

time, and it is made all the more poignant

by its biographical nature.

— Emma Wood

Lives of the Monster Dogs

Kirsten Bakis

Sceptre

$19.95

This
odd novel 'unfolds like a rich, reso

nant dream that you can't stop' think-

ing about'. Or at least, that is the extrava

gant claim of the New York Times Book Re

view. The New York Daily News says that

Lives of the Monster Dogs 'makes most other

first novels look like self absorbed pap'. And

the phenomenon of the raving critic extends

even past New York! — even in cynical Chi

cago they're heralding this novel as 'half

mad, half poetic', 'One of those rare, ambi

tious novels with so many ideas it can't ad

equately do justice to them all'. Perhaps this

is the most accurate assessment of this

strange satire/ memoir/ fantasy that has

swept critics away into mindless enthusiasm

— Lives of the Monster Dogs is so full to

.bursting with ideas and energy and furious

.

literariness that one puts in down exhausted,

confused, and perhaps a little lost.

The plot of the novel is fantastically tempt

ing. One November night in 2008, a heli

copter deposits one of the so called Monster

Dogs in New York, a
large Malamute walk

ing on hind legs, with gloved hands and a

mechanical voice box. This elegant creature

wears a top hat with his nineteenth century

Prussian military uniform, and speaks Eng
lish with a hint of clipped German. He is

Ludwig van Sacher, and he and the dogs
that he brings with him become the toast of

fashionable New York; rich, stately and ut

terly mysterious. Told from the point of view

of human (and rather frustating) student

journalist Cleo Pira, Lives of the Monster

Dogs is both a memoir to the fantastic crea

tures, and a chronicle to the dogs' own at

tempts to make sense of their purpose and

creation and inevitable demise. In the proc

ess, one finds oneself looking at the human

condition through the gaze of. an'alien ob

jectivity.

But Lives of the Monster Dogs never quite

makes it to literary fever pitch, and rests so

? -? ?

^^^^^^^^^^^y

totally in ideas that it misses the flair and

style that might give it more bulk. It's fright

ening to say this in the face of the adulation

of the esteemed New York Times, but Lives

of the Monster Dogs at moments descends

into plain silliness. Lives of the Monster Dogs
is a good fun read, and I can't wait to read

the next story that Kirsten Bakis deigns to

spin. Just be wary of those effusive Ameri

can critics.

—Penelope Sacher

POLGARA THE SORCERESS

David and Leigh Eddings
Harper Collins

$34.95

Mmmm...
David Eddings. Refuge of

every lonely acne infested D&D play

ing science nerd for the last fifteen years.

Also refuge for (lonely acne infested) adult

women who read The Belgariad or The

Malloreon or whatever the other ones were '

for the tenth time whenever feeling a little

down and in the need of the comfort that

only the easy banter and endless cliche of

Eddings can provide. I'm sure that Eddings
knows all about us easy targets, and is de

termined to make as much money out of

one idea as he possibly can. Hence his dodgy

spin offs from The Belgariad and The

Malloreon, namely Belgarath the Sorcerer

and, hot off the press, Polgara the Sorceress.

In case anyone needs reminding,

Belgarath and Polgara, Sorcerer and Sorcer

ess, are ancient father and daughter who

guarded the royal Rivan line for five thou

sand years to bring to fruition a prophecy
'

and a conflict between a good and an evil

purpose in the universe. Such a guardian
ship involves love, death and lots of sorcery,

which culminates in the ultimate battle be

tween good guy (Garion) and bad God

(Torak).

I was hoping for the usual glorious (and

mindless) escapism that Eddings usually

invites, but, as with Belgarath the Sorcerer, I

was a little dissappointed. The narrative

structure is deeply irritating, and totally de

tracts from the joy of Eddings' easy banter,

with Polgara constantly addressing her au

dience with anything from self righteous lit- :

tie comments to handy household hints. And

it's all just a little bit tired, and pathetic and

boring (although that might be the perspec- *

tive of a twenty year old reading books that

were designed for those innocents in their

early teens).
'

\

This is an OK holiday read for closet

Eddings fans, but there is always the dan

ger of disillusion in the realisation that

Eddings is not the literary genius that you

once thought he was. Or maybe that was

just
me...

— Penelope Sacher
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Great Australian Bites

Dave Warner (Ed)
Fremantle Arts Centre Press

$T4.95

With
a selection of short stories from

many and various Australian dar

lings, Great Australian Bites delivers exactly

what contributor HG Nelson promises, and

has to be 'the perfect companion for a

groaning hotplate of freshly slaughtered

Australian sweet meats on a summer's night

when the friends lob in and want to be en

tertained on your patio'. This is an eclectic

collection of Australian personalities and
' -

humours, and there is almost necessarily

something for everyone. The collection

passes from fhe poignant in Bruce

Beresford's memories of his dying father;

through the lighthearted wistfulness of Santo

Cilauro; to the hearty lewdness of everyone's

favourite Skyhook, Greg Macainsh.

There are weaknesses in this collection,

some of which stem from the fact that few

of the contributors to this collection are ac

tually authors, and a dull story is not helped

out by an utterly distracting and endlessly

frustrating snazzy layout; but the weak links

in the chain are compensated for by the in

tegrity and strength of the tougher stones,

and the insights given into the private lives

of our big name Australians.

One feels almost bound to like this book

by virtue of the fact that to insult it would

be to insult something of the Aussie in all of

us. There's something wonderful in the re

alisation that some busy famous person has

seen fit to write a short story about Can

berra, and notices all the same things that

you've noticed from the bus window on the

way to uni every day.
— Penelope Sacher

CULTURE wake, me up before you go-go
? 'cause I'm not plannin' on going solo ? wake me i

i
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The Well
~~

~.

Directed by Samantha Lang

Electric Shadows

Rated M
~~~~

Adapted
from the novel by Elizabeth

Jolley, The Well brings to life a tale of

freedom and dependence shattered by the

isolation of the Australian bush. The story's

imagery is powerful and the acting displayed

by both Miranda Otto and Pamela Rabe

make this film a key candidate for the AFI's

best picture and actor awards.

A life on an isolated property without a

mother and in the desert of her father's com

pany has brought Hester [Pamela Rabe] to

her emotional knees. Her existence is noth

ing more than function; keeping the house

in order, waiting out her life and forever look

ing from within and never out. The key to

Hester's freedom is in the figure of newly
hired house hand, Katherine [Miranda Otto],

and the death of her father. No sooner has

her father died than his dogs are dispatched,

a new car purchased and the property sold.

The landscape in The Well entwines and

captures its two main characters, Hester and

Katherine, gradually isolating them within

each others company. Picnics amongst hills

strewn with granite boulders firmly plant the

dreams of escape and passionate rebirth for

both. While Katherine's youthful sexuality

and juvenile flippancy towards life leads the

two on a spending spree, Hester clumsily

explores the vitality of freedom, excitement

and the reliving of her youth.

Hester and Katherine's life in the cottage

becomes haunted by a night's tragedy and

the fabric of the new friendship is torn as

each tries to sway its direction. 'Love, Death,

Deception' is an apt sub-title for The Well.

Director Samantha Lang's debut feature is

an incredibly powerful piece of Australian

cinema and one that has assured her place

as one of Australia's finest.

—Robert Umphelby

Fathers' Day

Directed by Ivan Reitman

Greater Union

Rated M

In
unlikely roles the last film featuring both

Robin Williams and Billy Crystal was the

four hour version of William Shakespeare's

Hamlet, promoted as the greatest tragedy in

the English language.

The pair's latest offering is Fathers' Day;

probably the greatest tragedy in cinematic

language.

From the opening credit sequence of cutesy

childhood photos overdubbed with an ap

palling post-Beatles Paul Macartney
tune you can't help feeling that the

same over-emotional sentiment &

and predictable gags that led to jdfl
the downfall of Parenthood

Jjjjfl
and Look Who's Talking Too '^^|
are also at play here. ^^Rl

Fathers' Day is a Holly- ^Bl
wood formula comedy about J^K|
lawyer Jack Lawrence (Billy tJJW|1
Crystal) and writer Dale ^?i
Putley (Robin Williams) who f

f

are both told that they are the
|l

father of their mutual ex-girl- \
friend's 16 year old son, Scott. *fi

Scott's a geeky little pratt who re-
\

belliously runs away from home to

follow the US tour of the heavy metal

rock band Sugar Ray. The boy's un

flattering photograph wasn't enough
to deter Jack and Dale from tempo

rarily leaving their professions and

commencing a trans-American »

search and rescue. They are driven I

partly by guilt for not having M

helped raise the child and partly W

by rivalry as, amazingly, //
both desperately try to fP t/

prove they are the 'real' father of the ugly

kid.

The following chase results in a tiresome

sequence of comic situations, the best of

which' shows. Dale getting dry-rooted on

stage by the lead singer of Sugar Ray as he

attempts to get information from the angry

crowd about the whereabouts of his 'son'.

Meanwhile, a series of throwaway
intercuts reveal that Scott's true biological

father commences a search of his own but

tragically gets trapped in an over-turned

porta-loo. The inclusion of this scene pro

vided the writers with an endless source of

poo-jokes that kept the under-14-year-olds

in the audience very happy.

In short, Fathers' Day turned out to be

nothing more than a giant ad for Pepsi cola

with no less than three lengthy product

placement scenes; Robin Williams drinking

a can of Pepsi, Billy Crystal drinking from a

Pepsi cup and both of them standing be

neath a huge Pepsi billboard. Well, produc
tion money had to come from somewhere.

In a movie about dysfunctional parenting,

Fathers' Day could well have profited from

the odd dysfunctional sex scene.

— Jackson Pellow

*?**

Con Air

Directed by Jerry Bruckheimer

Greater Union

Rated M

Just
a quick pre-review survey: a hypo

thetical, if you will. You have
just sin

gle-handedly succeeded in foiling the escape

of an entire planeful of psychos. Having al

ready survived certain death on at least three

occasions today, do you now think: (a)

'Well, thank Christ I got out of that one

alive, shall I perhaps go and say hello to my

wife and child who I have not seen for seven

years?', or (b) 'Hmm: a couple of the ma

niacs have gotten away: think I'll steal that

motorbike and follow them, placing myself

in mortal danger a good three or four more

times?'. See, I'd probably go for

^^^^gl^^ the former, but then

again I'm not the pathologically heroic

Nicholas Cage. But who cares: action films

need realism like fish need bicycles, and Con

Air is, actually, pretty good. The plot goes

.

like this: an assortment of America's worst
:*

criminals are being moved from one maxi

mum security prison to another. Hitching a

ride on the plane is the Nicholas Cage char

acter, who has served his sentence for pro

voked manslaughter (which we see in the

opening credits), and is happily on his way

home. But the cons, led by John Malkovich

as 'Cyrus the Virus', break out of their cages

and hijack the plane, and Cage finds him

self having to prevent innocent casualities

while convincing the escapees that he's a

hardened killer who's glad to be busted out.

There are good performances all round in

this film. Cage is turning into quite the ac

tion hero, with this, The Rock and the forth

coming Face/Off 'to his credit; rather uncon

ventionally he's got muscles and acting abil

ity. With Cyrus, John Malkovich gets the re

ally fun role as the brilliant unbalanced ma

niac type, and John Cusack is the

Dostoevsky-quoting official on the ground
who works out what's happening on the

plane before anyone else. Also worth men

tioning is Steve Buscemi, who almost steals

the show as a serial killer who provides most

of the really black humour in the film. (Ah,

serial killers: what a wacky bunch of guys.

Depraved, monstrous, yet with a penetrat

ing sense of irony we can all learn from).

Anyway, if you want a good action film,

crank your suspension of disbelief up and

rock on in to Con Air.
?

|

,

-

jggjlligjgjfr, —Tom Robinson
:

(above) Pamela and Miranda dance around Like

complete prats in The Well

(left) Those

craaazy
funsters Robin

Williams and

jfc
Billy Crystal

?L team up in

Hk Fathers'

^HL Day
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Brave New World - K,

For
a novel written in 4932/Aldous

Huxley's BraveNew World still has a*e

markable relevance today.'It depicts an Earth

almost communistic in' nature, centrally

commanded, everyone striving together for

a better society. Yet this is a communism

gone very wrong, permeated by a stringent

class system and a conditioning process (pre
oinn cnemicai treatments ana cmianooas

filled with loud bells 'and 'electric shocks)

designed to 'engineer' people and steer them

towards the future. occupation that has been

assigned to them. And 'if, ever discontent

does emerge, the'drugysoma is readily avail

able. , ^Vvi^,'V-r * y
:

The remarkable, power? of Brave Mew

World, if one looks beyoncTit's satirical bril

liance, is in itV a6ih'ty|to^shakVthe faith of

the most cynicalybf -readers, because like no

other book, it demonstrates the arbitrariness

of our existence, that what we are, and what
we believe in cari^be and is manipulated by ,

others. It demonstrates the solid fact of our'

socialisation} it's irresistibility, and shows .

human beings, as-helpless but happy prod;-,*

ucts of an environment perfectly calculated J

to account* for and suppress ,every burstof
r

individuality and human agency possible.

For someone used to the happy Hollywood

endings of most of the books I* read in high

school, Brave New World was a shock, and

hit hard on my ideas about -'freedom', 'equal

ity', and most of all 'happiness'. There is no

freedom in the Brave New World, no
ability

to grow and explore' as one will according

to desire or chance, but is that so important
if people are happy, their desires and' out-

comes' perfectly matched? Tliis is a ques
tion of extreme relevance today,' because of

the similarity between Huxley's depiction'

and present- social reality. Soma could be

substituted forany number' of today's per

fectly legal drugs (from alcohol to fast'food),

as could Huxley's |socialisation'J»fdrVcomr.

mercialism', the increasing ?'tfehding' ;-b£ -s

every aspect of moderri';eastence-*includ'irig-

our 'goals, desires and, identity, to facilitate ,

and- suit the mark*et/uHe\process of 'total'*,

conditioning' may'not be-in. place yeCbut
how far off

can-it?be*wheh
we readily admit

to being the -'pleasure society' /seeking like
,

the Brave New-World
above;

all to maximise

our own happihe'ss?-
(

'

?

'
'

,

'
'

'

*' '

j '^V1 '?/

' *

— Roger Patulny

'

(above) Brave New World
,

— the cover which

now appears on those funky penguin t-shirts
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album

Roadmaster

X Tashville was forced to turn its head to

JLN wards LA after the release of the Byrds
Sweetheart ofthe Rodeo in~1968. Unfortu

nately/ though/large chunks of Nashville

chose^ ignore, the burgeoning sound of

-country rock? and tHat is perhaps why couri

%y»music today has, such badly attired -'new

cdiinfry' yokels such as Garth Brooks, Allan

Jactaorf and (shudder) the Judds as its head-'

lining actsTSweetfieart of the Rodeo ushered

in a' new herb1, Gram-Parsons, whose influ:

ence on »the record's countrified tinge re

mained despite his inability to sing on it

due to a record company dispute. The Byrds

Roadmaster is all about

finding a bit of breathing

space on the back of a

clogged and hazy late 60s.

could have done worse than turn to their

recently departed founding member Gene

Clark, who had already chosen to tread

down the country path with his solo debut

album With the Gosdin Brothers, and on

the project Dillard & Clark'. / ;?-?--- 1
; \

.?*, Whilst the angelically voiced, .livp'Jjard,
,

ndie yourig(in*a by howiwythical fashion)
~

Gram Parsons has becohie'the lie'fo of every

second alterna-rock band'you care to bludg

eon your ears withVthese days, 'Gene Clark

quietly got on wiuYim's. own wanderings.
Such excursions are Wonderfully compiled

*

together on'the 1973 release of Roadmaster.

Roadmaster fis all;
about finding a bit of

*

breathing' space oh trie back of a 'clogged

and hazy'late 60s. Clark writes incompara

bly tehder'songs/beautifully arranged with

strings, piano, flute, a mellifluous bass wan

dering througlrfields of lightly picked gui
tars, and1 sL fragile, breaking voice full of

heartfelt conviction. His re-working of the

folk standard 'Rough and Rocky' is excep

tional, and the expensive western landscape

it inhabits 'sets^he metier^ for all the other

tunes on the record. hVvShe's the-Kind of

Girl', 'Shooting' Star', ';She- Don't Care

About Time', and''In'the,Misty Morning',
Clark manages.to.broaden traditional coun

'

try themes to Jind-a^ comfortable home in

the hearts and lnin'ds^of a younger genera

tion. ,

ri

? ''

— James McKay

(above) Gene Clark wrote great music and

drove a cool car

movie
Dead Poets Society

I
fell for it big: I hated who I was supposed

to hate, cheered when I was suppose to

cheer, cried when I was supposed to cry.

Dead Poets Society revolves around a half

quote — 'Seize the day', which is a useless

saying without it's better half: 'put little faith

in tomorrow'. Most people walked away with

the feeling 'I'll seize the day tomorrow',
when the point of the Horace's quote is that

if you wait till tomorrow, you'll never seize

the day. And why should you, when the only

character in the film who does (Neil) later

paints his father's study a darker shade of

brain.

We are meant to see Neil as a martyr of

those who live other people's lives. But he's

only a martyr to the extent that he is testa

ment to the lack of guts of the
script writer.

Movie suicides (especially meticulously

planned ones) get' the tears going like a fart

, to the face — it is the easy, safe, cowardly

Neighbours move that hollow films use to

suck you in and/or cut off loose ends. Dead

Poets Society deals in romantic issues, not

realistic ones.

The 'direction, camerawork and acting are

good but twisted by the misguided plot. Even

worse is the misuse of the poetry it fusses

over: 'when attempting to get into a^girl's
-

knickers, the boys avoid the Sonnets (Shake

speare got all the women), and instead can

nibalise .Willy and Whitman and Thoreau

into little bumper stickers that pull their pas

sion down to the safe, stale mechanised level

of the film.

However, the movie does have something
to say and if it just had the guts to stand by
its claims it might have really reached peo

ple. This movie is not strong nor confronta

tional enough to inspire change. You want

spirit and exhiliration, study the poets: you

,

want warm fuzz, snot and Kleenex, stick

with the film. Just don't analyse it.

,
*

,
-

— Stuart Roberts

(above) Robin Williams seizes the day with

strapping young lads in Dead Poets Society

tv show

Degrassi

Wake up in the morning, feeling tired

and lonely. Gee I'got to go to school.

The Degrassi phenomena from Junior High
to that tragic movie (ignoring Kids of

Degrassi Street; nobody watched.that) was

a cornerstone of our generation. We wanted

to go all the way with Stephanie Kaye. Or

Joey. Or Snake, Wheels, Lucy, Melanie,
Heather and/ or Erica, Caitlin, and Yick.

There where even a few sickos out there'who

wanted to go all the way with Mr Radich.

Michael Tunn would warn us about this

show not being suitable for younger view

ers, but we knewwe could take it. I looked

around and saw that someone was looking

back a me. Hey I got a new friend: But why
was Degrassi a friend, one that we can't for

get? When you get down to at, the people

weren't that nice; cheating on each other,

lying, all caught up in there own emotional

problems. In its run, the show covered every

social issue relevant to teenagers, before

anyone else. Dwayne was the first'bully to

get AIDS, Snake had the first homosexual

brother, Heather (or was it Erica?) had the

first abortion, after Spike had the first baby,

L.D. was the first with cancer and Degrassi

Junior High had the first finale-to go down

in flames.

Degrassi was Canadian Television at its

best, it had more class than Yoa can't do

that on Television. It introduced us to the

real world while we still trying to figure out

if it was better to spells sucks, sux. And we

learnt that in the real world everybody's
mother looked the same, all dads, if they

where around, were 'mean, and that drugs

were all in the mind, except when they

started to kill you. 'We learnt about relation

ships and how it was impolite to make out

on someone's couch 'while' everyone was

watching, and hot to go out with people

named Claude who wore black and knew
*'

poetry, especially if .someone like Joey was

around. And then we learnt that Joey was a

creep. At least we were being prepared for

the real world, in aiway that primary school

could never emulate.
'

„-

*

Basically the Zits got' it right (for once)

when they
*

sang 'Everybody wants some

thing'; and Degrassi was the-place'to get it.

?

,

w

/ , :— ROSLYN DUNDAS

(above) Joey and Caitlin were meant to be

together forever — damn you Tessa Campanelli
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I love Lucy
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Judith Lucy doesn't have to say anything particularly

funny to make people laugh
— she just needs to speak

and people are on the floor. Sho first gained massive

popular appeal when she appeared on the ABC's cult The

Late Show. Now she co-hosts her own radio show which

rivals that of her former D-Generation co-stars. Felicity P.

Mullens managed to chat to Judith about life after The

Late Show, her early career as a stand-up comedian, Triple

J politics, and how she manages to keep her skin so

smooth and supple.

As
I have always been in awe of women

who are strong, vocal and female, an

opportunity I could not let slip by was the

chance to interview Judith Lucy, one of the

presenters from Triple J's Ladies Lounge.

My first question to Lucy was one that

kept coming up again and again from peo

ple whom I talked to about the upcoming
interview. My question, 'What is the secret

to your clear skin?' She let out a roar of

laughter when I asked
it,

and said she felt a

little like Raquel Welch, and was tempted to

release a book about Beauty — the Lucy Way.
She then thought a little about the question

and said it wasn't her lifestyle, but it could

have something to do with the plastic sur

gery. She ended up attributing her great skin

to the amount of water she drinks, and that

this was a little practice she shares with Elle

McPherson.

My next question was about her current

move to radio and

why she didn't do

anything further with

the D-Generation after

? the finish of The Late

Show. Judith ex

plained tome that this

job on the radio meant

something more per

manent, and that hav

ing as many strings in

your bow, especially for a comedian was

very important: 'because lets face it, I don't

reallywant to be on the Fairstar Funship for

over. 55j5, providing or organising light en

tertainment programmes'
Judith's humour comes across as original

but she says her inspiration comes from situ

ations that are real, and that people, espe

cially her family ('because they're so fucked

up'), give her the most material to work

with. 1 asked her about doing comedy, why
she chose comedy, if she had to work at it

or did it all come naturally. She said it

sounded a little
tragic but most of her hu

mour comes from stories and situations that

involve herself and due to this she doubts

that anyone can really learn to be funny. She

acknowledges that there are some great com

edy schools in Melbourne and although they

might be able to work with an 'uncut dia

mond' like herself, the only real way to learn

comedy is to get out there and experience it

and practice it by performing over and over

again. As to why she chose comedy, Judith

admitted to being a failed actor who still

wanted to perform.

Judith has been doing stand up comedy
for over 9 years now and no one is more

surprised about that than her. She was think

ing about doing comedy for over a year and

finally gave herself a start by going to try

out nights at 'Le Joke'

and 'Last laugh' in Mel

bourne.

I asked her if she had

to do any RSL gigs that

were appalling, and she

recalled some shocking
shows but the one that

stood out for her was

the night she had to an

nounce the message

'Could all men go downstairs and use the

ladies toilets because so many people have

vomited in the men's they are no longer

working.'
I then asked her if she'd remembered any .

heckle calls. that were reasonably witty. To

this she replied a big fat no. This was all

due to the fact that the majority of people

calling things out are so pissed and stupid

that the chances of anything being funny is

very slim. She says she gets the usuals like

'show us ya tits'.

I asked her whether she was the 'class

clown' and Judith seemed to think she was

probably more like the class freak. She ex

plained it was because her parents were so

weird and that her mother was so overpro

tective. She was never allowed to do sport

and was a complete dag, so obviously if she

didn't crack a few jokes she would've been

completely friendless.

As to the tension that you sometimes catch

between her and Helen on the Ladies

Lounge, Judith said that obviously they get

along well otherwise they wouldn't be do

ing the show, but 'people get on your wick'

and often she's 'in a
shitty mood' or Helen

is in a shitty mood: 'Most of the time it is a

joke but a bit of tension is to be expected
when you are working with the one person

five days a week'.

I was also interested to know whether the

ABC considered anything a 'sacred cow' and

if there were certain things they were not

allowed to talk about on drive time radio.

Judith felt that the ABC was pretty cool in

this area but of course they didn't like over

use of the. word 'cunt' and sure, she might
not be patted on the back for saying 'Hey
Kids, use heroin!'. Judith felt that their cen

sorship lie in how they handle matters that

are discussed on the radio.

The ABC recently did a survey of the age

groups that are listening to triple J, and dis

covered that the average age was still 18-25.

This figure surprised Lucy as she expected

the audience to be much younger ,
but was

pleased that a large percentage of listeners

were male, pleased because the ABC did

have reservations about putting two female

presenters together on air.

I asked if any part of the Ladies Lounge
was scripted, Judith said she felt more com

fortable if it was. Helen and Judith both get

in there about 11 :00 am everyday to discuss

the theme of the show and go about getting

people to come on the show. They spend a

lot of time going through papers and noting

down things they are going to talk about,

but they certainly don't practice gags.

Finally we turned to the topic of Canberra,

and the fact that she was none too impressed
about coming down for 'Unearthed'. Judith

said that was a bit of a joke and that after

being here she changed her mind completely

because the 'city was so beautiful and the

people were all so nice' ... and to be hon

est I couldn't hear any sarcasm either,- which

is a rare occurrence for a conversation with

Judith Lucy. I told her that Canberra listen

ers were under the impression it was the

sex tour that changed her mind, and maybe
it was the merchandise on offer like Penis

drink bottles that would see her coming
back time and time again. She replied that

with the amount of sexy stuff on offer that

night 'how could a girl not fall in love with

the place. And going home with a show bag

packed full of more pornos that you could

poke a stick at' was an obvious indicator

of the great weekend she had in Canberra.

Canberra listeners were under the

impression it was the sex tour that

changed her mind about the

nation's capital... or maybe it was

the merchandise on offer like Penis

drink bottles that would see her

coming back time and time again

(above) Judith Lucy: her high school's class freak
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Tacky, spacky and made of plaqfi
I

recently left Canberra for a week to take in the beauti

ful sights of Melbourne. My reason for
visiting Mel

bourne, apart from taking in a little 'fire blight' and to see

where all the doves got roasted at the opening of the Crown

Casino, was to hunt for the tackiest souvenir imaginable,

and maybe keep an eye out for Jaidyn Leske at the same

time.

My friend Carolyn and- 1 have been holding this little

competition for years now. Whenever we both go away at

the same time, our quest is to bring back the best souvenir

from the town or country you are visiting. The term 'best' :

is, however, interpreted somewhat differently with us. For

us, 'best' is tacky, gaudy, and shell encrusted. You see snow

domes just do notcut it any more. We want to find those

stores that take merchandising to absolute limits, We want

to find a souvenir that we can pick up and wonder who

would buy; Often. the only reassuring conclusion we reach

is that
the/p.e,ople buying these things are people like us,

or maybe{others have to buy it just because .they are daz

zled by the brashness of store owners who' charge money

for things that are so obviously crap; ;.

Being a veteran at these souvenir challenges I thought I .;'

had the thing in the bag and I was given that extra boost of

confidence because I was going to be passing through

Gundagai. The dog on the tucker box is a tourist attraction

for most, but for me the attraction is the gift shops. It is

here you can see merchandising gone mad. Pencils, tea

towels, stubbie holders — any flat porous surface had

Gundagai written all over it.

A hint for any of you inspired by Carolyn's and my pas

time: the way to strike gold is to head straight for bargain

baskets. Here is where you will indeed discover that rare

gem of pure Taiwanese craftsmanship, but be careful be

cause the number of fluorescent coloured items in that

basket can be blinding.

I was all ready to purchase what I thought would be the

winning souvenir for '97 when I panicked. Was I being too

hasty? Would there be bigger and better once I reached

Melbourne? I wasn't sure, but I was not about to risk my

title as the undefeated winner. (A title that I will have to

admit was easy to come by considering the last place I

visited was Surfers' Paradise.) However, hesitate I did.

My first day in the beautiful city of Melbourne gave me

cause to worry. You see the winner gets shouted dinner at

the restaurant of their choice and I really wanted to go to

The Oak Room at the Hyatt and my chances were starting

to look pretty grim. For a start, I couldn't find any nudie

postcards, or any that were printed before idiots thought

flaming Steve Parish had beautiful ideas. I wasn't asking

:for much nudity really, maybe just a chick in cut away

denim shorts hopping onto a tram. Melbourne thus far

had denied me that little tradition so I was even more de

termined to scour that great city
and its souvenir shops.

By the second day things were looking even worse, I

was beginning to think that either Melbourne had class or

that Jeff Kennett, as well as pinching every other state's

major tourist attraction had some plan to rid Melbourne of

bad taste. I found this to be false when I realised the Polly

Woodside was still there.

The third day came around and I was starting to feel the

pain associated with losing, until we realised that every

the train at Flinders St Sta- ^^SSSglSSsif
tion we had been walking past some ^'^^§§r
of the finest souvenir shops. There were rows

of them all equipped with their $5 dollar watches and la

dies out the front with microphones reassuring travellers

with 'you won't get cheaper anywhere else'. This is of

course a huge fib because I'm sure that the company which

supplies one souvenir shop flaunts their wares along the

whole street, and how much of a reduction can you give

on a product that would've cost 20c to make. I also do not

believe many other companies would be specialising in

fur covered purses and dried flower arrangements.

Anyway, it was here at Flinders St, that I found it. Down

the back with other items such as faux bronze plaques of

Australia with big clocks in the middle of them, it appeared
to me. I was speechless for a couple of minutes and I

reached out for it not quite believing my find. I am still not

sure how to describe it and I am always going to wonder

who had the
sterling idea to make these little babies, but,

really, the thing that stole my speech was that the propri
etors of this store had the hide to ask $8 for it. I mean take

a look at the photo, would you pay $8 for a blaGk plastic

frame, admittedly with gold detailing, but containing a

really bad representation of Australia's greatest asset. The

kangaroo's face looks freakishly human. I talked the guy

down to $5 (which I still think is daylight robbery!) and I

was in business.

I stepped out from beneath the shop's awning, I had my

meal ticket under my arm and was pleased to be away

from the chick with the microphone and the droning voice.
?

Nothing could have caused me to frown at that moment,

then it rained. ;

I'm home now, I've had my free meal, I just belched

and I'm contentedly stroking my souvenir. ?

— Patricia McCann

- classifieds

Accommodation information on the

World Wide Web: University Accom

modation Services maintains a List of

accommodation wanted and available

on the WWW: http://
www. anu. edu. au/admin/housing/
accom.htmL

Accommodation wanted for visiting

South African academic from 20 No

vember 1997 until end of January

1998. Willing
to house sit and care

for pets. Married, no children. Visit

ing fellow at ANU. Please contact: Dr.

Greg Mills, National Director, SA In

?

stitute of International Affairs, P0

Box 31596, Braamfontein 2017 South

Africa. Tel (27-11) 3392021; Fax

3392154; E-mail:

SAIIAgen@global.co.za

Cheap Accommodation Available:

Heating is free, walking distance to

ANU and Civic, quiet environment in

a 4 bedroom unit with own telephone

in room. Would suit student, must be

an Australian citizen or permanent
resident on a low income (under

$360/week). We are looking for a flat

mate who is a non-smoker and has a

mature, responsible attitude towards

living with 3 other
people. You must

be interested in contributing
to our

friendly home environment with

weekly cleaning and the possibility

of shared cooking (negotiable).

Please contact Alison on 2578009 or

Karina on 2301624.

Spanish tutor: Native Spanish
speaker, experience as a foreign lan

guage teacher, low rates. Call Claudia

on 258 5308.

Therapeutic massage: Do you have

a headache or sore muscles? Are you

stressed? You need a therapeutic

massage. $25 for one hour, call

Leandra on 288 8868.

Wanted: Volunteer typists. The dis

ability support unit urgently needs

volunteer typists willing to sit with a

PhD student with a disability on a

regular basis (flexible hours) to as

sist with typing thesis. Contact

Margaret Miller on 2495036 (9am
lpm), or email: Miller@anu.edu.au.

For sale: Microwave Samsung 28 li

tre - three and a half years old and

in good condition. Original purchase

documents, pack and cookbook avail

able. Price $120 Contact Sajjad/Nipa

2811492.

For sale: Mac LC Colour and Mac Plus,

Laser Writer (will separate) cheap!

Phone Byron 2475749.

For Sale: Mens racing bike, 10 speed,

with a lock and helmet.
Pretty good

condition, very reliable, only $75.

Mens racing bike, 10 speed with a lock

and helmet. Good condition, very re

liable, only $55. Phone 2854368.

Typing: Need help typing? I can help

with assignments, theses, resumes,

applications, reports, almost any

thing! Typing plus proofing, format

ting and printing.
Hard copy and/or

disc (mac or IBM). Very reasonable

student rates. Call Claire on 2485551.

Yoga: Canberra School of Art Lecture

Theatre. Recommencing Tuesdays 12

lpm. Starting Aug 5, cost $4. Please

bring mat/blanket. Enquires: Cecile

Hopper 2573596.

ANU Classical Society Annual Ro

man Feast: Friday 15 August 7pm for

7:30, Crisp Tea Room 5 course Ro

man Banquet Tickets: Members $2,

non-members $4. RSVP: Phone Claire

on 2486695. BYO .Cutlery.

Meditation Sahaja Yoga: Every

Wednesday 12 noon. Off the lounge,

university union above the stream.

No charge.

fj;

If -you would like to place a

|

free classified in Woroni, call |
\

us on 248 7127, or drop your ij

i ad into the Woroni office

i (limit of 30 words per ad). j

Iffelext issue:
lk

--'?? if?^
?'

Ip Alex PappS has lived the show business dream. From

I^BroWn Street bad-boy Vinnie in 77?e Henderson Kids, to

I*1
Summer Bay's resident Romeo and car accident victim

j^Yifjrank
— is there anything he can't do? Next issue,

k^;Alex lends us his journalism skills in woroni's feature

Particle f'Ten great hairstyles to try at home'.
% f

Miss ft and miss out, i
. ,*f s

*

-yo
* wafce me up before you go-go

* take me dancing tonight * (yeah, yeah, baby) *

(Jitterbug) ?
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